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Abstract 

Title: Uncertainty Reduction and Analysis through Data Augmentation in Hurricane Risk 

Modeling in the State of Florida 

Author: Daphne Raquel Otarola Farah  

Advisor: Jean-Paul Pinelli, Ph.D. 

The Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model (FPHLM) and the Florida Public Flood 

Loss Model (FPFLM) project insurance losses due to hurricane events in the State of Florida 

from hurricane induced wind, rain, and flood. This hurricane catastrophe model estimates 

annual average loss costs, as well as mean loss levels for scenario events, for personal and 

commercial residential portfolios, including building structure, content, appurtenant, and 

additional living expenses. Insurance companies use these hurricane risk models in Florida, 

and in particular the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation (OIR) mandates that the FPHLM 

be used for the stress test, that verifies the actuarial soundness of the companies.  

Catastrophe models like the FPHLM/FPFLM estimate risk at the intersection of 

hazard, exposure, and vulnerability. Each of these areas requires diverse sources of data, 

which are very often incomplete, inconsistent, or missing altogether. For example, to define 

the input exposure, and for model development, calibration, and validation of the FPHLM 

and the FPFLM vulnerability curves, the FPHLM teams accessed three different data 

sources: county tax appraiser (TA) databases, National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) 

portfolios, and wind insurance portfolios. The poor quality of these data is a source of 
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epistemic uncertainty, which affects the vulnerability models as well as the output of the 

catastrophe models.  This thesis presents an extensive exposure and claim data study for the 

purpose of reducing this uncertainty and improving the quality of the data through 

identification, augmentation, and integration of the different databases. 

The reformatting, processing and matching of the insurance databases with the TA 

data resulted in more accurate information in: 1)  the exposure portfolio, which are the input 

to the FPHLM/FPFLM; 2) the claims portfolios which are the basis for development, 

validation and calibration of the vulnerability curves.  Finally, this augmented data resulted 

in a new set of improved statistics on building characteristics for the overall Personal 

Residential (PR) and Commercial Residential (CR) properties in Florida. These statistics 

provide an accurate description of the building population in Florida, and  they are the basis 

for the weighting of the vulnerability functions for loss analysis, and the random assignment 

of missing parameters in the  insurance portfolios.  

In conclusion, the augmented wind and NFIP data impact the FPHLM and FPFLM 

in three different ways: 1) it improves the quality of the input data, and therefore the output 

of the FPHLM and FPFLM; 2) it improves the development and validation process of the 

vulnerability model, therefore improving further the quality of the loss analysis output; 3)  it 

results in more accurate building population statistics, which results in a better weighting of 

the vulnerability function and a more accurate random assignment of missing parameters in 

the insurance portfolios.  Overall, the impacts on the uncertainty reduction could be 

significant and contribute to better results. The lessons learned can be extended to other 

models and other hazards. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Hurricanes can cause catastrophic damage to coastal areas, especially in  Florida. 

Although hurricanes do not affect many people or cause many deaths, they affect various 

sectors of the economy. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimated a total annual 

economic loss of $54 billion caused by hurricane winds and storm-related flooding, which 

is equivalent to 0.3 percent of the nation’s current gross domestic product. $34 billion 

belongs to the residential sector, $9 billion to the commercial sector, and $12 billion to the 

public sector (Congressional Budget Office, 2019). Figure 1 shows the expected annual 

economic losses from hurricane winds and storm-related flooding by sector and source of 

damage in 2017.  

In response to the devastation of these natural disasters, especially Hurricane Andrew 

in 1992, the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation (FOIR) tasked a group of researchers 

and engineers to develop the Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model (FPHLM, 2018) to predict 

insurance losses due to hurricane events. The  model estimates loss costs and maximum loss 

levels for personal and commercial residential properties. The losses are calculated for 

buildings, appurtenant structures, contents, and additional living expenses. The quality of 

the exposure data used for this catastrophe model has been a growing concern over the years 
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and so to increase the accuracy of the FPHLM, a more comprehensive exposure and claim 

study was deemed to be necessary. This will results in a more reliable model with better 

estimated losses and damages.   

 

Figure 1- Statistic on the Economic Losses from Natural Disasters in 2017 (OCB, 2019) 

The FPHLM and FPFLM model the hurricane induced losses for personal residential 

(PR) and commercial residential properties (CR).  The input to the models is:  

• National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) portfolio files for the FPFLM 

• Private wind insurance company’s portfolio files for the FPHLM 

When conducting a portfolio analysis the FPHLM or the FPFLM selects from its library 

the vulnerability model prototype building that most closely matches the building described 

in each portfolio record. These selections require that the following information is available 

in each portfolio record. 

• Insured value of the building, content, and appurtenances 
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• Information on the building, including but not limited to: 

o Exact location: address and/or lat/long 

o Ground elevation 

o First floor elevation 

o Age, i.e. year built and year of retrofit 

o Floor area  

o Number of stories 

o Roof shape (e.g., gable or hip) 

o Roof cover (e.g., asphalt shingle) 

o Exterior wall type (e.g., wood-frame or concrete block) 

o Foundation type (e.g., slab on grade or elevated) 

o Interior wall type (e.g., drywall) 

o Flooring type (e.g., carpet, tile) 

o Garage door presence 

o Type of opening protection if any 

Usually, the building data in the NFIP or wind insurance portfolios is incomplete, 

missing, or erroneous.  Therefore, for a more accurate risk estimate, it is necessary to 

complement the data in the insurance portfolios with data from other county tax appraiser 

(TA) databases.  

In addition, the vulnerability models of the FPHLM and FPFLM need to be validated 

against claim data, from either the private wind insurers or the NFIP.  The insurance claim 

data suffers from the same problem than the exposure data and therefore will need to be also 
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complemented with TA data.  The hazard modeling team will then add information on the 

estimated hazard intensity at the location of the building, such as surge and wave height or 

flood depth, or wind speed.  

The different datasets are described later. Figure 2 represents the relationships between the 

data the different exposure and claims databases in any particular county. 

 

 

Figure 2- Graphical Representation of the Relationships between the Datasets 

The wind exposure and the wind claims ensembles are the union of the exposure and the 

claims from several different companies. The model differentiates by company as needed. 

The wind and NFIP claims ensembles are different for different events. The model can 

differentiate by event as needed. 
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Pinelli et al. (2020) describes how the augmentation of the quality of both the 

exposure and claim data can result in a better validation and calibration of the vulnerability 

functions, and lead to a reduction in uncertainty in the model outputs.  This thesis 

concentrates on the process of the data augmentation for exposure and claims data through 

matching with the TA data. 

1.2  Goals and Objectives 

Table 1 lists the goals of the exposure and claim study which is at the heart of this 

work.  The augmentation of NFIP and wind insurance claims data with TA improves the 

development, validation, and calibration of the wind, surge, and combined hazards 

vulnerability functions of the FPHLM and the FPFLM (goals 1 to 3). The augmentation of 

NFIP and wind insurance exposure data with TA data improves the quality of the input data 

into the FPHLM and FPFLM (goal 4). The combination of NFIP exposure data, wind 

exposure data, and TA data (goal 5) results in better data on the values of the properties 

insured by NFIP. Finally, the combination of TA data with wind exposure data (goal 6) 

results in more reliable and exhaustive statistics on the building population of Florida. In the 

case of goals 1 to 3, hazard data needs to complement the building data.  
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Table 1- Goals of the Exposure and Claim Study 

Goal Building 
Data needed 

Hazard data 
needed 

 

1. Development, 
Calibration and 
Validation of the 
flood model 

NFIP claims 
augmented 
by TA 

Coastal flood 
Waves 
Inland flood 
At claims locations 

 

2. Development, 
Calibration and 
Validation of the 
wind model 

Wind claims 
augmented 
by TA 

Wind at claims 
locations 

 

3. Development, 
Calibration and 
Validation of the 
combined model 

Intersection 
of wind and 
NFIP claims 
augmented 
by TA 

Coastal flood 
Waves 
Inland flood 
wind 
At claims locations  

4. Improvement in 
the quality of the 
exposure data used 
as input for the 
FPFLM 

NFIP 
exposure 
augmented 
by TA 

none 

 

5. Improvement in 
the quality of the 
exposure data used 
as input for the 
FPHLM 

Wind 
exposure 
augmented 
by TA 

none 

 

6. Getting the value 
of the property for 
NFIP records for 
both exposure and 
claims 

Union of the 
intersections 
of wind and 
NFIP and TA 

none 

 

7. Improvement in 
the statistics used 
to weight the 
matrices 

Union of TA 
with wind 
exposure 

none 

 

 

To satisfy the majority of these goals, the objectives of this thesis are: 
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1. To get the TA data for each county in Florida, and reformat, all these data bases into 

a common format. 

2. Develop a script to process the addresses of TA, NFIP, and wind files into a common 

format as defined by the US postal service. 

3. Develop a strategy and the corresponding scripts to match: 

a. The NFIP and TA data for both exposure and claims. 

b. The wind and TA data for both exposure and claims. 

c. The NFIP, wind, and TA databases for both exposure and claims (3-way 

match). 

4. Compute statistics to verify the extent of the matching in each of the cases listed 

above in 3. 

5. Compute statistics to assess the extent of the data augmentation  in each of the cases 

listed above in 3. 

6. Improve the estimate of the value of NFIP-insured properties through the matching 

of wind, NFIP and TA data.  

7. Compute building population statistics for personal residential (PR) and for 

commercial residential (CR) properties in Florida. 

The results of this effort will be used to reduce the uncertainty in model vulnerability 

validation, to improve the weighting of the vulnerability functions, and to reduce the 

uncertainty in the model outputs. 
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1.4 Scope 

The thesis starts with an Introduction Chapter 1, which list the goals and objective of 

this research. Chapter 2 is a literature review and description of the different datasets Tax 

Appraiser, NFIP, and Wind Insurance. Chapter 3 describes tax appraiser data and the data 

collection and processing. Chapter 4 describes the NFIP exposure and claim data sets, the 

data collection and processing. Chapter 5 describes the wind insurance also divided into two 

main parts, exposure and claims. Chapter 6 presents the matching of the tax appraiser with 

the NFIP and wind insurance data, including the methodology. It also evaluates matching 

statistics for the augmented data. Chapter 7 evaluates the NFIP data augmentation, chapter 

8 evaluates the wind data augmentation. Chapter 9 presents statistics on building population 

characteristics for the Personal Residential (PR) and the Commercial Residential (CR) 

Buildings.  Chapter 10 concludes with a summary of the results and further research 

recommendations. The appendices describe the different processes for the matching of the 

different datasets and the source code for the different matching scripts embedded in Jupyter 

notebooks or in Excel spreadsheets. 
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Chapter 2 

Review of Literature 

2.1 Introduction 

The literature related to this thesis includes a review of public models: HAZUS and 

FPHLM; a review of literature on insurance exposure and claim data studies; and a review 

of literature on epistemic uncertainty.  

2.2 Catastrophe Models  

2.2.1 Importance of Catastrophe Models 

Catastrophe modeling is a risk management tool that uses computer technology to 

help insurers and reinsurers as well as business and government agencies better assess the 

potential losses caused by natural and man-made catastrophes. After Hurricane Andrew in 

1992, engineers sought more accurate analyses, and the use of catastrophe modeling became 

more popular. To estimate the losses better , catastrophe models can be developed, and the 

exposure characteristics of the affected area can be implemented in the model, allowing 

many insurance companies to ensure financial security and adequate loss coverage. Today, 

the three main proprietary catastrophe modeling firms are AIR Worldwide, Risk 

Management Solutions (RMS) and CoreLogic. 
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 Catastrophe models allow risk managers to estimate the impact of a natural 

catastrophe. This analysis provides a risk profile that identifies business segments, locations, 

individual policies, and contracts that contribute disproportionately to overall loss potential. 

Such an analysis reduces uncertainty and supports better strategic decision-making (Smith, 

2000).  

2.2.3 Description of Catastrophe Models 

Catastrophe model combines an abundance of scientific information with 

“sophisticated mathematical techniques to simulate natural events and derive a probabilistic, 

and realistic, set of outcomes”(Smith, 2000) Four main steps are followed to estimate the 

losses more accurately as a result of the events: (1) determine the severity and annual 

frequency of the events; (2) propagate the physical characteristics of the simulated events 

across affected areas and modify for local conditions to ascertain specific site intensity; (3) 

consider building characteristics, occupancy classes, and construction types for  estimation 

of damages; and (4) apply insurance terms and conditions to calculate the net loss amounts 

(Smith, 2000) 

The models have four main components: a hazard component, which models the 

hazards (hurricanes or earthquakes); an exposure model, which categorizes the exposure 

(e.g., buildings) into generic classes; a vulnerability component, which models the effects of 

the hazard on the exposure and defines vulnerability functions for each building class; and 
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an actuarial component, which combines the hazard, exposure, and vulnerability components 

to quantify the risk in terms of physical damage, economic damage, or insured losses.  

Similarly, (Myers, Glenn, Fredrick Klinker, 2003) portray the catastrophe models as 

components. The first two components are the catastrophe hazard, the event generation, and 

the local intensity calculation. Then, using vulnerability functions, scientists and engineers 

develop mathematical functions called damageability relationships, which describe 

interactions between buildings and local intensity. Finally, the last component is insured 

losses, which are calculated by applying the policy conditions to the total damage estimation. 

Figure 3 shows the mentioned components and their interactions.  

 

Figure 3- Graphical Representation of the Catastrophe Model Components 

In Figure 3, the catastrophe models estimate risk at the intersection of the hazard, exposure, 

and vulnerability. Vulnerability functions are generated through a combination of 

engineering models and regression analyses. The validation and development efforts require 

multiple forms of information, including (1) actuarial exposure and claim data, such as 

values, deductibles, insured limits, loss value, and loss cause; (2) building exposure and 
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claim data, such as location, elevation, age, and building characteristics; and (3) hazard data, 

such as date and type of event, and more importantly, hazard intensity(Pinelli et al., 2020). 

Figure 4 presents the schematic of a catastrophe model and its interaction. 

 

Figure 4- Schematic of a Catastrophe Model and the Interaction Between Data Sources 
((Pinelli et al., 2020) 

2.3 HAZUS-MH  

 Hazus -MH (for Multi-Hazard) estimates risk from earthquakes, flood, tsunamis, 

and hurricanes. Hazus model uses inventory information  (buildings, infrastructure, and 

population), hazard extent and intensity data, and damage functions to estimate the impacts 
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of disasters. Estimated impacts vary by model, but include building damages, economic 

losses, displaced households, casualties, debris, and the loss of function for essential 

facilities (FEMA, 2020). HAZUS Model allow proactive analysis and mitigation at the local 

level (Scawthorn et al., 2006) It uses various types of databases and as any estimation model, 

uncertainties are expected.  

2.4 FPHLM 

2.4.1 Introduction 

The Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model (FPHLM) estimates insured losses on 

residential buildings caused by hurricane events in Florida. including coastal flood (storm 

surge), inland flood, wind, and rain-water ingress. The FPHLM analyzes insurance portfolios 

of single-family homes, including manufactured homes, as well as commercial residential 

buildings (either apartment or condominium buildings) subject to hurricane hazards.  The 

purpose of the model is to predict aggregated insured losses for residential properties in the 

form of annual expected losses (AEL) and probable maximum losses (PML).  Insurance 

companies and state regulators use such loss estimates to define and evaluate rate filings. 

The model also conducts scenario analyses to estimate losses for hypothetical events and 

historical storms(Pinelli et al., 2020). The model is funded in the early 2000s by the Florida 

Office of Insurance Regulations (FLOIR).  
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2.4.2 FPHLM Vulnerability Models 

The FPHLM has vulnerability models for different building classes and hazards 

(wind or flood). This model includes vulnerability functions for building damage, content 

damage, and time-related expenses. The damage ratio is the cost of damage divided by the 

replacement value of the building or contents, where the replacement value is the cost to 

replace the property with a new item of like kind and quality (Michalski, 2016)In time-

related expenses, the ratio is the time-related expense divided by the maximum policy limit 

(G. L. Pita et al., 2013). 

2.4.3 FPHLM Exposure Studies  

The FPHLM model deals with only residential properties in Florida. Many exposure 

studies were performed by members of the FPHLM team to identify the different building 

characteristics of houses in Florida. In 2003, Liang Zhang conducted a study on exposure 

and vulnerability components of the FPHLM, focused on single-family residential buildings 

and manufactured homes, which determines the most common structural types for four 

Florida regions (Zhang, 2003) Another study on the “Calibration and Validation of 

Vulnerability Matrices with 2004 Hurricane Season Claim Data” was performed in 2006 

presenting comparisons for different structural types, for the different age categories, and for 

different insurance companies (Artiles, 2006) Later, it was found that the tax appraiser’s data 

was the most reliable one and the one with extensive sources of building information 

available (Torkian, 2011)  

The most recent exposure study of the Florida building population was developed 

by Joshua Michalski in 2006, which determined the statistical distributions of number of 
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stories, roof shapes, roof cover, and opening protection by age per region (Michalski, 2016). 

However, only the data of only 22 counties was available at that time. The FPHLM team 

designed a mapping tool to read a policy and randomly assign unknown building 

characteristics, based on the building population statistics conditional on year built, where 

the year built serves as a proxy for the strength of the building. Hence, for each age group 

and region, the FPHLM defines a weighted vulnerability function for each construction type. 

The weighted functions are the sum of the corresponding vulnerability model functions 

weighted on the basis of the statistical distribution of their defining parameters (FPHLM 

2019). For example, the trend maps of the exterior wall composition for PR data sets show 

that there is a general prevalence of timber construction (Red) in what is considered to be 

North Florida and masonry construction (Blue) in South and Central Florida (Figure 5). This 

coincides with previous studies as performed by Pita (2008) shown in Table 2. The results 

for this previous studies are going to be compared with the new results from this thesis. 
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Figure 5- PR Exterior Wall Distribution by Era (Michalski, 2016)   
Table 2.- Conditional Probabilities (Roof Cover|Exterior Wall, Y.B.) - St. Lucie County (G. 

Pita, 2008) 

 

2.5 Epistemic uncertainty  

The severe damage to residential properties caused by hurricanes in the past two 

decades in the United States demonstrate the need for a better understanding of residential 

building performance and the sources of epistemic uncertainties. Uncertainties are 

characterized as epistemic, if the modeler sees a possibility to reduce them by gathering more 

data or by refining models. For instance, the nature of uncertainties and the manner of dealing 

with them has been a topic of discussion by statisticians, scientists, engineers and other 

specialists for a long time (Kiureghian & Ditlevsen, 2009)Kiureghian discusses the sources 

and characters of uncertainties in engineering modeling for risk and reliability analysis. The 
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paper “Hurricane damage to residential construction in the US: Importance of uncertainty 

modeling in risk assessment” explains the impact of epistemic uncertainties on structural 

reliability and their implications for risk-informed decision-making (Li & Ellingwood, 

2006)For instance, there are multiple sources of uncertainty in the exposure data used for 

input, and the claim data used for development and validation of the FPHLM (Pinelli et al., 

2020) Therefore, this study tries to reduce this uncertainty and their impact on the 

development and validation of the vulnerability models. For each insurance portfolio, 

detailed records of building characteristics are missing, same as building location, property 

value, cause of damage, claim adjustment value or hazard intensity measurement. Hence, it 

is necessary to integrate different data sources (TA, NFIP and wind) to improve the quality 

of the insurance data which will result in higher quality input data for the model, and 

facilitate the development and validation process of the vulnerability model.  
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Chapter 3 

Tax Appraiser Tax Roll 

3.1 Introduction 

The FPHLM team has been collecting the Tax Appraiser datasets throughout the 

years by contacting each county’s tax appraiser. The total number of counties processed with 

Tax Appraiser data are 62 out of 67 counties in Florida, representing all the major urban 

areas and comprising approximately 99% of the State’s population. Only 5 small rural 

counties did not provide databases: Highlands, Holmes, Lafayette, Suwannee and Union. 

The TA databases vary in size from 457,492 properties for large urban counties like Broward 

to 4,584 for small rural counties like Madison.   

The TA dataset includes data on all building properties and components that are 

vulnerable to hurricane damage: interior and exterior wall, roof shape, roof cover, floor 

cover, year built, year of retrofit, if any, and number of stories.  In addition, the building 

location, elevation, footprint area, and the number of apartment units per building are of 

interest. Furthermore, TA databases present several estimates of the value of each property 

for tax purposes.  However, these values include the value of the land, except in some 

counties where the building-only value is also provided whereas the vulnerability model is 

concerned only with the value of the building.   

The FPHLM team reviewed the data from  organizations such as the United State 

Census Bureau and jurisdictional Property Appraisers,. After initial consultation with 
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representatives from each of these entities and through reference to similar studies (G. Pita, 

2008) and (Michalski, 2016), the team determined that the databases available through the 

county tax appraisers would be the most complete source of structural information for 

residential structures in many instances. 

Lastly, the TA databases consist of data tables, typically spread across several files 

and linked through unique parcel identification numbers, which hold the building attribute 

information, and the geographic information system (GIS) shapefiles, which typically 

contain the polygons defining the geographic boundaries of each parcel. 

 

3.2 Methodology for Processing the TA Database 

3.2.1 File Organization 
The first step in the process is to organize all of the county files into a logical file 

structure on the OwnCloud directory, a server at Florida International University (FIU). A 

file repository was then created in the FPHLM Engineering Team root folder, called “County 

TA Data”. Within this folder is an “admin” folder, and an individual folder for every county 

that contains all of the data we have received from the counties. Each county folder contains 

four subfolders: 

• admin – repository for any readme files (CountyName_Readme_Ver.docx), 

county contact information, and other similar files. 

• Raw – a repository for all original data received from the county. The data 

is organized by type and the OwnCloud source folder it was initially copied 
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from (either Josh’s Files/2014 Data Sets, or Josh’s Files/Old Data, now 

termed 2010 data). Types of files include GIS parcel data, FEMA National 

Flood Hazard Layers (NFHL) data, and the county data tables. 

• Analysis – a repository for any Matlab code or other Jupyter scripts for 

processing the data files. 

• Processed – a repository for the processed data files that will contain:  

o one folder with the following naming “CountyName_WGS1984” 

with the shapefile converted (see Appendix A), where County 

Name is variable.  A shapefile is a geospatial vector data format that 

relates tables of data to spatial geometries, such as point, lines or 

polygons. The GIS shapefiles typically contain at least the polygons 

defining the geographic boundaries of each parcel and the parcel 

identification number. These will be used for the matching 

explained later in chapter 6.  

o one file with all of the county residential data, re-formatted to match 

the common layout and FPHLM nomenclature described below.  

This formatted county residential data file will follow the naming 

convention “CountyName_TA_FPHLM.xlsx”, where the 

individual county name is substituted for County Name. 

o a set of files containing county residential data was matched with 

the building value and the just value for each PARCELNO. The 
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matched county residential data files should be of the form 

“Value_CountyName_xlsx”.  

o one file for the file “CountyName_TA_FPHLM.xlsx” after it has 

been processed through the USPS api, with fields PARCELNO, 

address_usps, city_usps, zip5_usps, zip4_usps.  This formatted 

county residential data file will follow the naming convention 

“CountyName_TA_FPHLM_usps.csv or .xlsx”, where the 

individual county name is substituted for County Name. 

Note: The TA dataset contains many duplicated parcel numbers. After carefully 

investigation, it was noticed that condo units or apartments have the same parcel number. 

Therefore, it is important to keep all the duplicates in the 

CountyName_TA_FPHLM_usps.csv files. Duplicates are later handled in chapter 6.  

3.2.2 Reformatting of the TA Data 
 Each county has its own TA data. However, no uniform format or standard content 

across the different county TA databases exists. The FPHLM nomenclature provided the 

basis to standardize all the TA databases into a common template and nomenclature.  

The first step in the process was to reformat the building attribute data contained within the 

TA databases into a consistent nomenclature.  

3.2.2.1 Building Types 

The study focuses on the following building types: 

Personal residential: 

(per), consisting of:  
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• Site-built, single-family homes: either owned or rented  

• Apartment or condo  units: either owned or rented 

Manufactured homes (manuf), consisting of:  

• Manufactured or mobile homes: either owned or rented 

Commercial residential, which include multiple units (i.e. multiple families live in the 

building or park).  They consist of the following: 

• (com), 1 to 3 story high, also refer to as low-rise commercial residential (LR-CR). 

• Multi High Rise (MHR), 4 story high or more. 

• Manufactured homes parks 

• Sub-division of site-built homes 

From an actuarial point of view, com, MHR, and manufactured homes parks can be divided 

into: 

a. Condominiums, a building or park with multiple units (but each unit is a Per with an 

individual owner or renter). The building or park is insured through a condominium 

association policy.  In the case of a sub-division it will be a home-owner association. 

b. Apartment buildings, a building or buildings with a single owner but multiple units 

housing tenants. This can include duplexes, quadruplexes, and other apartment 

configurations.  Same thing for MH parks which can have one owner. 

LR-CR buildings tend to be apartment buildings, while MHR tend to be condominium 

buildings, but not always. It is also important to distinguish between a condominium building 

(covered by a condo association insurance policy) and a condominium unit (covered by a 

personal residential insurance policy).  In the TA databases, it is likely that we will have 
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information only for units. In some counties, there are records for condominium associations.  

Therefore, it might be necessary to pre-process the data first, and see if we can regroup all 

the units that belong to a building (same address) to see if we can infer information about 

the building from the collection of units.  This is where the matching with the insurance 

exposure Com portfolios will be useful, since they should help identify the buildings. 

3.2.2.2 Building Attributes 

The FPHLM categories and nomenclature for all the major building attributes are 

provided in Table 3. They include: 

• Building use, which is the original field in the TA data.  

• Building category, which includes the building category includes single-family 

residential homes named as “SFR”, multifamily homes, manufactured homes, and other 

types of residencies. Each of them can be divided into owner or rental.  

• Building models, which include four main building models:  

ü personal residential for single-family homes named as “per”;  

ü commercial residential for one- to three-story, low-rise apartment or 

condominium buildings or “com”;  

ü manufactured homes or “manuf”; and  

ü four stories or higher, mid- to high-rise commercial residential apartment of 

condominium buildings named as “MHR.”  

• Exterior walls, which are the exterior walls of the personal and low-rise commercial 

residential buildings can be made of timber “Tbr”, unreinforced, reinforced, or generic 

masonry “MsryU,” “MsryR,” “Msry,” or some “Other” material.  
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• Roof cover, which can be some variant of shingles “shngR” (rated), “shngU” (unrated), 

“shngH” (high strength), “shng” (generic), tile, metal, or other material.   

• Roof shape, which can be some variant of gable “gblB” (braced), “gblU” (unbraced), or 

“gbl” (generic), hip, or other.    

Each county has its own nomenclature.  For each attribute, within each database, a 

link table matches the unique values for a given attribute within the original TA database to 

a value in the common nomenclature provided in Table 3. For example, for Palm Beach 

County Table 4 matched unique values of exterior wall type with the standard nomenclature.  

The generation of the link tables is intuitive for most counties and attributes, but 

documentation on the exact definition of attribute values is generally not available from the 

counties, which introduces uncertainty in the link tables.  For instance, in Table 4, what the 

structural system “Minimum” actually refers to is unclear, so without any other supporting 

documentation, the system is coded as “other”. Appendix A shows the exact process. 
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Table 3- Common Nomenclature for Primary Building Attributes. 

 Buildin
g Use 

Building 
Category 

Building 
Model 

Exterior  
Wall 

Roof  
Cover 

Roof  
Shape 

Interior  
Wall 1 

Interior  
wall 2 

Flooring 1 Flooring 2 

Header Bldg_u
se 

Bldg_Cat Bldg_mode
l_fphlm 

Bldg_ext_ 

wall_ 

fphlm 

Bldg_ 

roof_ 

cover_ 

fphlm 

Bldg_ 

roof_ 

shape_ 

fphlm 

Bldg_ 

interior_ 

wall1_ 

fphlm 

Bldg_ 

interior_ 

wall2_ 

fphlm 

Bldg_ 

flooring1_ 

fphlm 

Bldg_ 

flooring2_ 

fphlm 

Comm
on 
Types 

The 
original 
field in 
the 
T.A. 
data 

condo 

rental SFR 

condo-
assoc  

ho-assoc 

manuf 

manuf-com 

multifamily 

other 

per 

com 

manuf 

MHR 

 

Tbr 
 

MsryR 
 

MsryU 

Msry 

Other 

na 

shngR 
 

shngU 

shngH 

shng 

tile 

metal 

Other 

na 

gblB 
 

gblU 

gbl 
 
hip 

Other 

na 

 

drywll 

Other 

na 

 

drywll 

Other 

na 

Wprf 

NWpf 

Other 

na 

Wprf 

NWpf 

Other 

na 
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Table 4- Example Link Table to Reformat Attributes into Common Nomenclature. 

TA-EXTERIOR WALL 
DESCRIPTION 

FPHLM 
Nomenclature 

Wood Siding Tbr 

Concrete Block Stucco Msry 

Vinly/Alum/Con Siding Tbr 

Below Av Other 

Concrete Block Msry 

Wood Frame Stucco / Hollow Tile Tbr 

Common Brick Msry 

Ceder/Redwood Other 

Cement Brick Msry 

Wood Sht/Ply Tbr 

Asb. Shg. Other 

Above Av Other 

Corr. Mtl. Other 

Bd & Batten Other 

Minimum Other 

Precast Pnl/Rein. Conc Msryr 

Reinforced Concrete. Msryr 

Face Br Other 

Prefab Pnl Other 

Wood Shingle Tbr 

Bd & Batten Abav Other 

Pref. Mtl. Other 

Mod. Met. Other 

Stone Other 
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3.3.3 Checking the TA Data Compliance 
Processing and organizing the Tax Appraiser data is a long and onerous procedure 

due to the variety of data formats. Each county maintains property and building records 

differently, requiring a unique method to handle each county dataset. Aiming to avoid errors 

in the final TA data, a checkpoint ensures the compliance of entries of TA data with a 

standard applicable to all counties.  

A team member of the FPHLM team generated a script in Python (Jupyter 

Notebook) to use as a checkpoint that takes the final processed spreadsheet of TA data of 

any county as input and generates a compliance report. Additionally, the notebook checks 

for missing fields resultant of malformed tables, duplicate entries, or misspelling 

nomenclature. 

3.3.4 Standardizing Addresses  
The Tax Appraisal data have an address column for each building. However, TA 

data based on addresses fields alone are prone to many errors due to the large margin for 

variations that a single name can assume. Address naming have different conventions, for 

instance, some of the datasets are decades old. Table 5 shows examples of naming. 

Table 5- Addresses and Common Name Variations. 

Address 
Identifier 

 
Abbreviation 

 
Examples of name variations 

STREET ST Street, Str. STR 

AVENUE AVE Avenue, Ave, ave 

ROAD RD Road, Rd, rd road 

APARTMENT APT Apt, APTM, aptm, # 
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To approach this naming convention’s problem, the datasets were augmented, both 

TA and claim (wind and NFIP), by using the United States Postal Service (USPS) address 

validation tools. The procedure relies on an Application Programming Interface (API) 

availability, which is accessible over the Web and requires user authentication. The many 

services provided by the API include generating labels for shipping and checking postage 

prices. In our case, we only needed the address validation module. The principle involves 

using the USPS API: any addresses submitted and validated follow a standardized naming 

convention. Standardized addresses, that is, in the same format including cases and 

abbreviations, allow for merging claim and TA datasets with a high level of accuracy. Table 

6 illustrates two examples of standardization with input and return in USPS API. 

Furthermore, the API can recover missing zip codes. However, the address, the city, and the 

state are mandatory fields.  

Table 6- Examples of address standardization USPS Input and Return. 

API Input API Return 

Address Zipcode City Address Zipcode City 

150 West Univ 

Blvd 

32901 Melbourn

e 

150W 

UNIVERSITY 

BLVD 

32901 MELBO

URNE 

11200 SW 8th 

Street  

None Miami 11200 SW 8TH 

ST 

33199 MIAMI 

 

Appendix B provides more information about how to standardize the addresses 

step by step. 
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3.3 Building Value 

The database consists of a collection of 67 tables, one for each county in Florida, 

containing property values in 2018.  The data has been gathered from the Florida Department 

of Revenue’s (FDR) website. Then it was merged with the TA data from each county and 

combined into a single file. (Florida Department of Revenue, 2018) 

Building values files includes: 

• CO_NO:  The numerical designation of the county per FDR’s conventions 

• JV:  Just Value, defined as “the property appraiser’s opinion of market value 

after an adjustment for the criteria defined in s. 193.011, F.S.” 

• AV_SD:  Assessed Value – School District 

• AV_NSD:  Assessed Value – Non-School District 

• LND_VAL:  Land Value, defined as “either the land's just value under s. 

193.011, F.S., or the land's classified use value, whichever is applicable.” 

• PHY_ADDR1:  The first line of a property’s physical address 

• PHY_ADDR2:  The second line of a property’s physical address 

• PHY_CITY:  The city of a property’s physical address 

• PHY_ZIPCD:  The zip code of a property’s physical address 

The building value was computed by subtracting the land value (LND_VAL) from the just 

value (JV).  This will later be compared to the other insured values in the next chapters.  
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3.4 Problems in the Tax Appraiser Database 

The tax appraiser database contains many flaws and problems. For instance, the 

parcel ID of each property present different formats and it is not standardized. Also, these 

parcel IDs could be different in the TA than in the shapefiles. Figure 6 shows this issue, the 

green parcels represent the TA data and the red the shapefile. 

 
Figure 6-Parcels in the TA (green) and Shapefile (red) 

 Not only there is a problem with the parcels but also with the buildings in these 

parcels. For example, figure 7 shows that there are several properties on the same parcel. But 

also there are same address for different parcels (figure 8). In both cases, these are called 

duplicates and could be a potential problem later on when trying to combine all the datasets.  
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Figure 7- Example 1-Duplicates 

 
Figure 8-Example 2-Duplicates 

Another issue, and one of the most important is that there are missing attributes in 

each county, or sometimes there is ambiguous data. However, the TA data presents the 

known values for most of the counties as “gable/hip”, so there is no way no distinguish 

between those two, and so it was assigned as “other”. Table 7 provides information about 

the number of properties for each county and the percentage known of the different building 

attributes. Not every county has a complete set of the building structural types. For example, 
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Miami-Dade county only have complete data for the building year and building value. That 

is a problem for the majority of the counties, that we have missing data. Thus, it is important 

to extract these values from the other datasets, such as NFIP or wind insurance portfolios.  
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Table 7-TA Statistics by County 
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Chapter 4 

NFIP Dataset 

4.1 Introduction 

In Florida there are 6.33 million households. For historical and political reasons, 

wind and flood perils are insured separately in the United States: by the private sector for 

wind hazard and by the federal government for flood hazard. In 2019, Florida had 1.757 

million NFIP flood policies in force for $440 billion exposure, so of the 6.33 million 

households, about 27.7% had flood insurance.  Flood insurance is only mandatory for homes 

in high risk with 1% or more chance of annual flooding and  is not required in low to 

moderate risk areas (Horn & Webel, 2019).  

NFIP provides all their claims till 2014 and their exposure portfolios to the team in 

2012, thanks to the Florida OIR. The datasets are divided into two: an insurance exposure 

portfolio and an insurance claim portfolio. The claims database contains 153,308 claims 

between July 1975 and January 2014 for 126 different tropical cyclone events. The exposure 

portfolios were provided by year from 1992 to 2012 as policy numbers and other information 

change from year to year. The dataset used for the exposure is the most recent (2012), 

containing 1,299,577 policies. A combined claim portfolio was created containing all 

policies between 1985 and 2012. From these datasets, a trial dataset of 79,207 claims from 

the twelve storms with the most claims were chosen for validating the FPHLM. The specific 
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file number of records for each dataset are provided in Table 8. Table 9 lists the twelve 

storms with the most claims in the NFIP dataset from 1975 till 2014, while figure 6 shows 

the tracks of this twelve storms. These claim data is being combined later with tax appraiser 

to get more information about the building attributes. 

Table 8- Number of Records of the NFIP Claim and Exposure Datasets 

Description Number of Records 

NFIP Claims Portfolios (all events) 153,308 

NFIP Exposure Portfolios (by year, 

1992-2012) 

~ 22 million 

NFIP Claims Portfolio (8 events) 43,552 

NFIP Claims Portfolio (12 events) 79,207 
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Table 9- 12 Hurricane Events with the Most Claims in the NFIP data (1975-2014) 

Storm ID Storm Name Storm Year Number of 

Claims 

AL051985 Elena 1985 2722 

AL041992 Andrew 1992 2525 

AL171995 Opal 1995 5422 

AL051995 Irene 1999 12,215 

AL071998 Georges 1998 3375 

AL032004 Charley 2004 1317 

AL062004 Frances 2004 3639 

AL092004 Ivan 2004 7022 

AL112004 Jeanne 2004 2775 

AL042005 Dennis 2005 3092 

AL122005 Katrina 2005 4872 

AL252005 Wilma 2005 6575 

  Total 55,551 

 

 

Figure 9- 12 Storms with Most NFIP Claims Data in Florida (1975-2014 Period) 
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4.2 Exposure Data 

The NFIP exposure portfolios for Florida properties are available for each year from 

1992 to 2012 and include 22 million policies, which overlap from year to year.  Each 

exposure file contains the policy number, flood zone, address, original construction date, 

base flood elevation, total coverage building value, and replacement cost, occupancy type, 

but little or no building information.  Table 10 shows the different occupancy types. 

Table 10- Occupancy Type 

Occupancy Type Residency Type Building Category 

1 Single Family PR 

2 Two-to-Four-Family CR 

3 Other Residential Other 

4 Nonresidential Nonresidential 

 

The NFIP Data Dictionary is stored in: 

Owncloud/FPHLM_Common/NFIP/original/Data_Dictionary_from_TRRP_Plan_rev4_thr

u_chng15-10-2001_thru_10-01-2011.pdf 

The condominium indicator is an indicator of what property is insured.  The property may 

be:  

1. Not a condominium (N).  

2. An individual condominium unit owned by a unit owner, or by a 

condominium association (U).  
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3. The entire condominium building owned by the association insuring 

building common elements as well as building elements (additions and 

alterations) within all units in the building, not eligible under Condominium 

Master Policy (A).  

4. The entire residential condominium building owned by the association 

eligible under Condominium Master Policy, insuring the entire 

condominium building common elements as well as building elements 

(additions and alterations)within all units in the building, (H) for High-Rise 

or (L) for Low-Rise.  

Note: Effective May 1, 2008, condominium indicator “T”(Townhouse/Rowhouse 

condominium unit) will not be used for Preferred Risk Policies (PRPs). PRPs will be reported 

with condominium indicator value “N”, “U”, or “A”. Condominium indicator “U” will 

designate the property as a condominium unit or townhouse/rowhouse condominium unit for 

PRPs. Residential condominium associations eligible under the Residential Condominium 

Building Association Policy (RCBAP, condominium indicator “H” or “L”) are not eligible 

for the PRP.  

Building categories  

Each occupancy is divided into different Building categories.  They are: 

1. A single-family detached building - The condominium association may insure the 

building under Condominium Master Policy using the low-rise limits of coverage and 

rates.  
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2. Townhouse/Rowhouse type with a separate entrance foreach unit - The individual unit 

and its contents may be separately insured under the Dwelling Form. These are 

designated as single-family occupancy, single-unit dwellings, and are rated as single-

family based on the lowest floor elevation of the unit. The condominium association 

may insure the entire building under the Condominium Master Policy. These types of 

buildings are considered low-rise condominiums regardless of the number of floors. The 

RCBAP is used.  

3. A two- to four-unit building, including a one-story building that is not a 

townhouse/rowhouse type - The unit owner may insure a unit within the building with 

single-family limits of coverage. The unit then is rated as single-family for building 

coverage and two- to four-family for contents. The condominium association may insure 

the entire building under the Condominium Master Policy. These types of buildings are 

considered low-rise condominiums regardless of the number of floors. The RCBAP is 

used.  

4. A multi-unit building with five or more units – In addition to ownership of the interior 

space of the unit occupied, the individual unit owner owns the improvements or 

betterment within the unit and an undivided ownership in common with all other unit 

owners of common or shared elements and facilities, such as walls, roofs, floors, lobbies, 

stairways, hallways, and parking areas within the building.  

Apartment unit owners insure their unit within the building on their own as personal 

residential policies, with single-family limits of coverage. The unit then is rated as single-

family for building coverage and “other residential” for contents. The condominium 
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association may insure the entire building under the Condominium Master Policy using the 

high-rise or low-rise limits of coverage and rates.  

High-rise (vertical) condominium buildings under this category are defined as 

containing at least five units and having at least three floors including basement. An 

enclosure below an elevated building, even if it is the lowest floor for rating purposes, cannot 

be counted as a floor to classify the building as a high-rise condominium  building.  

Low-rise condominium buildings under this classification are defined as any 

building with at least five units and fewer than three floors including basement, and any 

townhouse/rowhouse type building regardless of the number of floors. 

Nonresidential Condominiums  

Building coverage for nonresidential unit owners is not available, but contents-only 

coverage may be written under nonresidential limits of coverage and rates. The policy issued 

is the General Property Form.  

A nonresidential condominium association may insure a commonly owned 

commercial building with nonresidential limits of coverage and rates. Insured commonly 

owned contents are given the appropriate contents indicator. The policy issued for either or 

both coverages is the General Property Form.  

Table 11 lists the statistics for each county in Florida for Occupancy 1, showing that 

most of the properties insured in Florida are CONDO N, which means not a condominium, 

but single residencies. 
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Table 11- NFIP Exposure: Occupancy 1 Statistics 
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Figure 10 shows the distribution of NFIP occupancies per county. The 67 counties show 

more than 80% of the properties are Occupancy 1. 

 

Figure 10- NFIP Occupancies 
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4.3 Claim Data 

The claims database contains 153,751 claims between July 1975 and January 2014 

for 126 different events. The hazard team analyzed the claim data locations and dates to 

associate a specific event to a given claim. From these datasets, they chose a dataset of 

58,551 personal residential claims from the twelve storms with the most claims as shown in 

table 9, with the number of claims per storm while Figure 9 shows the storm tracks together 

with the distribution of the coastal flood claims.  The coastal flood and wave teams provided 

hazard information for all twelve storms, but the inland flood team was able to provide 

hazard outputs only for the post 1999 storms (Hurricanes Irene, Charlie, Francis, Jeanne, 

Dennis, Wilma, Ivan, and Katrina), which correspond to a subset of 43,552 personal 

residential claims. 

The NFIP claim files contain information such as the date of loss, policy number, 

physical address, cause of damage, total property value, financial damage to the building and 

contents, total coverage building and replacement cost. Fields are present in the files for 

structural information such as exterior wall type and foundation type but do not contain 

values for 97% of the claims. The statistics for the NFIP claims show also that most of the 

properties are Occupancy 1 and not condominiums (Table 12). 
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Table 12- NFIP Claims: Occupancy 1 Statistics 
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4.4 Problems in the NFIP Database  

Same as the Tax Appraiser, the NFIP portfolio presents many problems. For instance 

there are two problems with the addresses. First, there is only one address but there is no 

way to know for sure if the addresses are the property address or the mailing address of the 

owner. However. the NFIP data dictionary does distinguish between property address and 

mailing address, so theoretically there should be no confusion between the two. Second, 

there is also a column that contains the geolocation (i.e lat/long) of the property. Since the 

FPHLM team at FIT did not deal with the processing of the raw files, we are not sure where 

this lat/long are coming from. However, the FIU team reports that they produced these 

lat/long at some point by geocoding the raw addresses.  There is not reference to lat/long in 

the NFIP data dictionary.  

As mentioned before, the NFIP portfolios does not provide building information 

such as exterior wall, roof cover, roof shape or number of stories. The important building 

attributes for the flood model (FPFLM) are year built, exterior wall, number of stories and 

first floor elevation. Therefore, it is crucial to get this information from the matching with 

the tax appraiser.  

Lastly, it is important to mention that there are many problems with the building 

values in the NFIP database. The building values in the exposure and claim files do not 

represent the total cost of the building. There are two main values in the exposure portfolio: 

total coverage building value and replacement cost; and three in the claims portfolio: total 

coverage building, total property value and replacement cost. For both datasets, the total 

coverage building value is the insured value and has a limit of $250,000 but there could be 
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buildings that cost more than that. Moreover, all the other building values show properties 

with value of $1,000 for a big house or $1,000,000 for a small house. Therefore, it is 

necessary to get the property value from the TA for the NFIP exposure and claims. The tax 

appraiser contains more accurate information about the building value for tax purposes.  
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Chapter 5 

Wind Dataset 

5.1 Introduction 

About 97% of homeowners in Florida have wind insurance, which translates into 

about 6 million policies in the Florida Hurricane Catastrophe Fund exposure data.  Wind 

insurance is a special type of property insurance that protects policyholders from property 

damage caused by gales, winds, hail, and other hazards.  The Wind portfolios are also divided 

into exposure, which are the input data for the FPHLM, and claim datasets, which the 

FPHLM team use for development, validation, and calibration.  

Each dataset is divided into Personal Residential (PR) and Commercial Residential 

(CR).  Both input files are processed through the Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model. The 

personal residential policies are divided into site-built homes, manufactured homes, and 

condo residencies, and each into owner or renter. The commercial residential policies are 

also divided into residency types: Low-Rise Commercial Residential (LR-CR) (one to three 

stories), Mid High-Rise (MHR) (four or more stories) and Manufactured Homes Park. Each 

category is divided into owner (single owner) and associations (multiple owners insuring the 

common areas). 
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5.2 Exposure data 

Because of the different insurers, the wind and flood models of the FPHLM are 

independent separate models, each with its own input. The exposure portfolio files of private 

insurers are used for the wind model.  Exposure files include all the policies insured by a 

given company. The FPHLM engineering team had access to wind insurance exposure 

datasets from 23 different wind insurance companies, which provide the data to the FPHLM 

for processing.  This data covers the years from 2011 to 2019 in three-year intervals with 

each interval including about 13.5 million policies or roughly 4.5 million policies per year.  

The latitude and longitude values and/or addresses are provided for 99.9% of the cases for 

PR and 80% for CR, the rest is missing either address or lat/long (see table 13).  

Table 13-Wind Exposure Summary Table 

Database 

(Year 2019) 

Total Properties With Address With Lat/long 

Exposure PR 4,436,498 4,432,851 4,432,267 

Exposure CR 136,498 8,909 88,036 

 

Table 14 shows a summary of the personal residential (PR) total number of properties in the 

wind exposure portfolio, for each category described before. Similarly, table 15 presents a 

summary of the commercial residential (CR) properties. 
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Table 14- 2019 Wind Exposure PR Counts 

PR = Personal Residential  

 

Total PR 

Type 

Site-Built Manuf Condo 

Owner Renter Owner Renter Owner Renter 

4,430,802 2,360,942 282,281 660,888 118 503,131 0 

 
Table 15-2019 Wind Exposure PR Counts 

CR = Commercial Residential  

Total 

CR 

Type 

LR-CR MHR Manufactured Homes Park 

Owner Associations Owner Associations Owner/ Associations 

131,954 10,153 89,462 163 3,750 8,762 

 

The wind exposure portfolios follow the input specification of the FPHLM in 

Appendix C.  Each policy contains a total of 30 attributes, the most important counted in the 

statistics are year built, year retrofitted, construction type (frame or masonry), property 

value, number of stories, roof shape, roof cover, and opening protection. The FPHLM input 

specification specifies numerical codes for the different attributes.  The team converted them 

back into the FPHLM nomenclature. For example, Table 16 shows that the construction type 

of the building was given as follows: 
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Table 16- Wind Exposure: Construction Type Codes  

Value FPHLM 

Input Spec 

Code 

FPHLM 

nomenclature 

Frame 1 tbr 

Masonry 2 msry 

Manufactured 3 manuf 

Other 4 other 

Unknown 5 na 

 

Correspondingly, table 17 presents how the roof shape and roof cover were decrypted to 

gather the same FPHLM nomenclature. The FPHLM nomenclature does not distinguish 

between the different types of gable roof, such as unbraced or braced gable because the TA 

data only provides one type of gable. Therefore, to be consistent, the FPHLM nomenclature 

only have three categories: gable (gbl), hip and other. Same as with the roof cover, different 

types of shingle are not provided in the TA data. There are only four categories: shingle 

(shng), tile, metal (mtl) and other (see table 18). 
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Table 17- Roof Shape Codes 

Value Roof shape FPHLM 

Input Spec 

Code 

FPHLM 

nomenclature 

Unbraced Gable 1 gbl 

Braced Gable 2 gbl 

Gable (unknown bracing) 3 gbl 

Hip 4 hip 

Other 5 Other 

Unknown 6 na 

 

Table 18- Roof Cover Codes 

Value Roof cover FPHLM 

Input Spec 

Code 

FPHLM 

nomenclature 

Unrated shingles 1 shng 

Rated Shingles (Current FBC) 2 shng 

Shingles (Unknown rating) 3 shng 

Tiles 4 tile 

Metal 5 metal 

Other FBC Compliant 6 Other 

Other Non-FBC Compliant 7 Other 

Unknown 8 na 
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5.3 Claim Data 

The wind insurance claim datasets represent 23 different wind insurance companies 

and nine hurricane events from year 1992 to 2005. The total record of claims is 2,568,425 

among all the insurance portfolios and hurricane events.  These datasets were compiled in 

2020 into one files: Wind_Claims_all_events_usps. This file has a column called 

pers_comm, which we can distinguish the two residency types: 1 is for PR and 2 is for CR. 

The combined claims file was also processed first through the USPS app to standardize the 

addresses (see chapter 6). The latitude and longitude values and/or addresses are provided 

for only 80% of the cases, the rest is missing either address or lat/long (see table 19). In 

addition, table 20 shows the storm name, storm year, and number of claims.  

Table 19-Wind Claims Summary Table 

Database 

(Year 2019) 

Total number of 

properties 

With Address 

and/or lat/long 

Wind PR claims 2,522,660 2,049,164 

Wind CR claims 45,765 38,821 
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Table 20- Hurricane events with occurrence date in the Wind Claim Portfolio 

Storm name Storm year Number of claims 

Andrew 1992 2,525 

Charley 2004 42,088 

Dennis 2005 5,128 

Frances 2004 18,642 

Irene 1999 12,215 

Ivan 2004 16,085 

Jeanne 2004 13,983 

Katrina 2005 3,727 

Wilma 2005 32,649 

 

Same as with the exposure data, table 21 and 22 show a summary of the personal residential 

(PR) and commercial residential (CR) total number of properties in the wind claim portfolio, 

for each occupancy type.  

Table 21-2019 Wind Claims PR Counts 

PR = Personal Residential  

 

Total PR 

Type 

Site-Built Manuf Condo 

Owner Renter Owner Renter Owner Renter 

2,049,164 1,454,721 116,310 243,339 0 200,678 0 
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Table 22-2019 Wind Exposure PR Counts 

CR = Commercial Residential  

 

Total 

CR 

Type 

LR-CR MHR Manufactured Homes 

Park 

Owner/Associations Owner/Associations Owner/ Associations 

38,821 13,077 3,826 233 

 

The wind claim files contain information such as the date of loss, policy number, 

physical address, cause of damage, insured limit value, total property value, financial 

damage to building and contents, and replacement cost. Moreover, fields are present in the 

files for structural information such as exterior wall type, roof shape, and roof cover. The 

data contained in the claim files vary by insurance company and event; however, mostly the 

data include general information. Same as the wind exposure portfolios, the wind claims 

portfolios follow the input specification of the FPHLM in Appendix C.  The codes for roof 

shape and roof cover are the same for wind exposure and wind claims (see tables 17 and 18). 

However, the column for construction type does not have standardized codes, instead the 

wind claims portfolio shows more than twenty categories. It was necessary to use another 

input specification called AppendixE_ISO with all the structural types and descriptions. This 

file is located on: ownCloud\FPHLM Engineering Team\FPHLM - WIND\Scholarly 

output\Theses and dissertations\Josh Murphree\Volume_III. Table 23 presents the different 

categories in the wind claims for construction type. The preprocessing of the files include 

standardize all the building attributed into the FPHLM nomenclature.  
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Table 23-Wind Claims: Construction Type Codes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4 Problems in the Wind Database 

 The wind exposure and claims portfolios does provide information about the 

building structure in most of the cases. The important building attributes for the wind 

Value Construction 
Type 

FPHLM nomenclature 

Brick msry 
Masonry msry 
Frame tbr 
Other other 
M msry 
MAS msry 
FRM tbr 
SUP other 
F tbr 
T other 
Manufactured manuf 
UNK unknown 
A other 
P other 
WR other 
RM msry 
V other 
R other 
SWR other 
S other 
MAN manuf 
D msry 
MASONRY VENEER tbr 
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model (FPHLM) are year built, number of stories, exterior wall, roof shape, roof cover and 

opening protection. However, sometimes this information is missing or just say unknown.  

The building values in the wind database for exposure and claims do not represent 

the total cost of the building. There are three main values: property value, structure coverage 

and limit insured value. For both datasets, these building values show a minimum value of 

$1,000 and a maximum of $1,000,000. Therefore, same as with the NFIP, it is necessary to 

get the property value from the.  

Lastly, there are some problems with the geocoding (i.e lat/longs). The latitude and 

longitude data falls in the street instead of in the center of the building. See figure 11.  

 

Figure 11- Example Wind Lat/Long 

5.4.1 Wind Claims 
There are 23 insurance companies for the wind claims. However, they do not follow 

the input specification explained above not all of them have the same format for the header 

and some of them are missing information such as address, roof shape and roof cover.  In 
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addition, when the FIU team processes all the claim files together the hurricane column and 

one insurance company, Citizens, were missing. The problem is the following: 

The claims for citizen are in the folder: 

ownCloud\FPHLM_Common\Wind_Insurance\Claims\validation_Citizens_claim. 

They are all text file, and the code for roof cover is correct, in the 

ownCloud\FPHLM_Common\Wind_Insurance\Claims\original_claims. The citizens files 

Citizens_CLA,  _HRA, and _PLA files are exposure files with these non-compliant codes 

for roof cover. In conclusion the concatenated version of al the claims,                   

Wind_Claims_all_events_usps, includes the files in the original claims folder including the 

citizens exposure, but excluding its claims which are in a separate folder, and without 

keeping track of the company and hurricane. 

 The solution will be to move the files Citizens_CLA,  _HRA, and _PLA out of 

the claims folder into the appropriate exposure folder and reorganize all the claim files. 

Then, the FPHLM team needs to regenerate the file Wind_Claims_all_events including all 

the claim files, including Citizens, and keeping track for each record of the company and the 

hurricane. Finally, this file has to be run through the USPS API to reformat the addresses to 

produce the final Wind_Claims_all_events_usps. 
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Chapter 6 

Match of Tax Appraiser Data With NFIP and Wind 

Data  

6.1 Introduction 

The National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) and wind insurance claims data 

provide material for the development, calibration, and validation of the Florida Public Flood 

Loss Model (FPFLM) and the Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model (FPHLM) vulnerability 

curves, respectively.  To improve the quality of the claim data, and hence of the development 

and validation processes, they are augmented through matching with Tax Appraiser (TA) 

data.  

The NFIP and wind insurance exposure data are the input to the Florida Public Flood 

Loss Model (FPFLM) and the Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model (FPHLM), respectively.  

To improve the quality of the input data, and hence reduce the uncertainty of the models 

output, the exposure data are augmented through matching with TA data.  

In addition, it is necessary to collect statistics on the building population in Florida, 

to be able to assign values to attributes with missing data in the insurance files.  The more 

exhaustive is the data on the building population in each county, the more accurate the 

statistics are.  The union of the TA data with the wind exposure data, after the matching of 
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the two data sets, is a larger and more complete data set than either one separately, which 

leads to better and more accurate statistics.    

 The wind vulnerability is based on construction type, roof shape, roof cover, 

number of stories, opening protection, and year built, whereas the flood vulnerability is based 

on construction type, elevation, number of stories and year built. The value of the insured 

property is also important.  In the original datasets, the information about these parameters 

might be missing, especially in the case of the NFIP data, which makes the mapping of each 

portfolio policy to the correct available vulnerability function challenging.  The augmented 

datasets provide more information, which facilitates the assignment of the correct 

vulnerability to each policy.  If, even in the augmented data sets, the information is still 

missing, the improved statistics also lead to a more accurate assignment of the missing data. 

6.2 File Organization and Nomenclature 

All the data resides on the Owncloud server at Florida International University 

(FIU). See Chapter 3 for the TA data.  The first step in the process is to organize all the 

county files into a logical file structure in an OwnCloud directory. A file repository was then 

created in the FPHLM Engineering Team root folder, called “County TA Data”. Within this 

folder is an “admin” folder, and an individual folder for every county that contains all of the 

data the team have received from the counties. Each county folder contains four subfolders, 

two of which are: 

• Analysis – a repository for any Matlab code or other scripts for processing the 

data files. 
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• Processed – a repository for the processed data files.  

The resulting files are divided into exposure “X” and claims “C” data into county 

files. The files per county for each dataset come from the processed insurance files. After 

the matching, they are divided into counties by address and/or geolocation (i.e lat/long). 

In the Processed folder, there will be a set of files corresponding to the result of the matching 

of the insurance claim files and the TA files. In the case of the claims, we augmented the 

quality of the NFIP and Wind claim files by matching each of them separately with TA, and 

then adding hazard data to each of them to create the so-called hybrid files.  The purpose of 

these files is development, validation, and calibration of the FPHLM and the FPFLM.   

The resulting files are: 

• Files containing the NFIP claims for all events, with most of them matched 

with TA residential data and values. The matched county residential data files 

are of the form “CountyName_Cx_NFIP_TA _Ver.xlsx”.  

• The previous files containing NFIP claims, many if not most matched with 

TA residential data and values, coupled with coastal and inland flood depth. 

The resulting county residential data files are of the form 

“CountyName_Hybrid_Cx_NFIP_TA _Ver.xlsx”. 

• Files containing the WIND claims, with most of them matched with TA 

residential data and values. The matched county residential data files are of 

the form: “CountyName_ CALL_WIND_TA_Ver.xlsx”.  
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• The previous files containing wind claims, many of them if not most matched 

with TA residential data and values, coupled with wind speeds. The matched 

county residential data files are of the form: 

 “CountyName_Hybrid_Cx_WIND_TA _Ver.xlsx”. 

Where the “x” in “Cx” refers to the number of storms or events for which the claims come 

from.  So, e.g., if the claims from 7 storms are included in the file, it is C7.  If all the claims 

available are included, it says CALL.   

Each of these files has the same number of records than the original number of NFIP 

and WIND claims, i.e. we are not adding or dropping any claim. In addition, for calibration 

of the combined FPHLM and FPFLM, we need to match “CountyName_CALL_NFIP_TA 

_Ver.xlsx and “CountyName_ Cx_WIND_TA_Ver.xlsx”, where we keep ONLY the 

intersection, i.e. the records that have matched to create: 

• Files containing county residential data that was matched with both wind plus 

NFIP claims. The matched county residential data files are of the form 

“CountyName_Cx_WIND_NFIP_TA_Ver.xlsx.  

• Files containing county residential data that was matched with both wind plus 

NFIP claims coupled with coastal or inland flood depth plus wind speed. The 

matched county residential data files with hazard data are of the form 

“CountyName_Hybrid_Cx_WIND_NFIP_TA_Ver.xlsx.  

Figure 12 illustrate the different claim files which result from the matching process. 
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Figure 12-Graphic Representation of the Different Claim Files After Matching 

Next, there is a set of files corresponding to the result of the matching of the 

insurance exposure files and the TA files.  

For the case of the exposure “x” files, the key is to understand that we have 2 separate 

independent models, the wind model, FPHLM, and the flood model, FPFLM.  The first uses 

wind exposure portfolios as input.  The second uses NFIP exposure portfolios as input.  In 

both cases, we are trying to augment the quality of the data, without eliminating any record 

and without adding any record.  The files in that case are: 

Files containing the NFIP exposure, with most of them matched with TA residential 

data and values.  The matched NFIP residential data files are of the form “CountyName 

_X_NFIP_TA _Ver.xlsx”.  
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• files containing the wind exposure, with most of them matched with county 

residential data and values. The matched wind residential data files are of the 

form “CountyName _X_WIND_TA_Ver.xlsx”. 

Furthermore, the combined match of the two exposure databases (NFIP and Wind) with TA 

is needed, and it has several purposes: 

1. To understand the penetration of the insurance market in Florida.  We want to 

know in any given county, how many properties are insured for wind only, for 

NFIP only, for both, for none. 

2. To provide even greater augmentation of the data for input to the risk model. 

3. To provide more accurate stats on the building characteristics of the building 

stock in each county. 

Because of that we actually store 3 additional files for each county: 

• The augmented TA data with both X_NFIP and X_Wind.  Ideally, the number 

of records shall be the original number of records in the TA file.  But because 

the match is not perfect, it is better if we include all the records from the 3 

files, BUT without any duplication.  This could be used to identify how many 

properties are insured for wind only, for NFIP only, for both, for none; AND, 

to be used to compute building characteristics stats.  The name of that file is: 

CountyName _ X_WIND_NFIP_TA_Ver.xlsx 

• The augmented X-NFIP data with both X_Wind and TA, to be used as input 

to the flood risk model.  The number of records shall be the original number 
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of records in the X-NFIP file.  The name of that file is: CountyName _ X_ 

NFIP+_ WIND_TA_Ver.xlsx 

• The augmented X-Wind data with both X-NFIP and TA, to be used as input 

to the wind risk model.  The number of records shall be the original number 

of records in the X-Wind file.  The name of that file is: CountyName _ 

X_WIND+_NFIP_TA_Ver.xlsx 

Note: In the case of Wind, we can have one file in each case with all the wind companies, 

but with a column for the name of the company, or/and one sheet per company. 

Figure 13 illustrate the different exposure files which result from the matching process. 

 

Figure 13-Graphic Representation of the Different Exposure Files after Matching 
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6.3 Matching Procedure 

The team matched the NFIP and Wind data with the TA data separately, one at a 

time, but with similar procedures. The NFIP and Wind exposure and claims portfolios were 

matched with the TA to augment the quality of the data without eliminating or adding any 

record. The wind exposure and claim portfolios include both separate PR and CR files, while 

the NFIP exposure and claim portfolio combine both PR and CR in the same file.   In all the 

insurance and claim files, and the TA files, the addresses available for each policy were 

standardized through the API USPS (see description of address formatting process in 

Appendix B). 

The matching scripts are in Python, a high-level programming language with 

dynamic semantics. The matching process was developed by Mario Jacas, computer science 

student at FIU, and Nima Aghli, doctoral candidate at FIT. Different Jupyter Notebooks 

contain the scripts, and can be found in Appendix C.  The script that standardized tax 

appraiser information needs to be appended to the claim information (the same process for 

the case of exposure data).  The process is completed for both surge/flood and wind claims, 

but the section 6.3 only describes the process for matching surge/flood claims using NFIP 

data since the wind matching uses the same process. For the NFIP claims, previous efforts 

already simulated hazard output at each claim location, specified in geographic GPS 

coordinates.  

The matching of the tax appraiser and insurance data (whether exposure or claim) is 

a multi-step process: 
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First, matching the tax appraiser records with the shapefile. In order not to mismatch 

any properties, since the tax appraiser is not as complete as the shapefile, which contains all 

the parcels for most of the counties. This step matches insurance lat/long with the shape file 

of the county using the geolocation of the policy (i.e lat/long). Record result of this match in 

a column named ParcelNo_In_Shape. 

Second, match the insurance records with the tax appraiser records, augmented with 

the parcel boundaries from the shape file (from first step).  Then, remove any polygon in the 

shape that does not include parcel number from TA (non TA data is removed during  the 

matching. Not even duplicates). This step will reduce the shape file polygons. 

Third, the reduced shape file is then matched 1,2,3 with TA, explained below.  

For both, exposure and claims, there are 3 scripts: 

1. Match insurance with TA based on matching the addresses after standardization.   

2. Match insurance with TA based on the location of the policy (i.e. lat/long) 

falling within the boundaries of a TA parcel. 

3. Match insurance with TA based on proximity, i.e. the lat/long of the policy 

falling within a 50 m buffer of a parcel boundary.  

For example in figure 14, the blue marker represents an insurance claim, which after 

geocoding the address falls inside the green area, which is a park. To mitigate this issue, a 

search beam of 50 meters is generated around the point, which intersects with polygons with 

parcel information. The closest valid parcel, represented by the orange marker, is assigned 

to the claim/point.  
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Figure 14-Buffer Radius of 50 m to Improve Geocoded-based Matching 

  The address match relies on a simple join function in the address fields in both 

datasets. Then, it finds the insurance records that did not match through address and attempts 

to match using the geospatial location of each claim. The third  more complex matching 

procedure, involves the geolocation of the insured property and the GIS shapefiles provided 

by each county.  If a policy matches with a TA record, the insurance policy is assigned  the 

building attributes of that TA record.  For instance, figure 15 shows that the geolocated 

claims fall inside a parcel, so it is a match. If there is no match through any of the three 

procedures, then the insurance data for that property cannot be augmented. Figure 16 gives 

an example of a property not falling within a parcel polygon and being further than a 50-

meter radius to the nearest property, so it is an unmatched property. 
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Figure 15- Example: Parcel Polygons from the Leon County (TA Database with a NFIP 

Claim) 

 
Figure 16- Example: Unmatched Record for Columbia County 
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6.4 Problems and Issues with the Matching Process 

Different issues arose during the matching process which are worth reporting here.  

They are all related to problems with the data in either the TA files or in the insurance files, 

or both.  QGIS software, a GIS application that supports viewing, editing, and analysis of 

geospatial data, is useful to illustrate and identify these issues.  Leon county is a good case 

study for many of these issues, and the figures in this section illustrate properties in that 

county.  But the issues surface in all the counties. 

6.4.1 Missing Parcels in the TA Data  
 Sometimes the TA data is incomplete, for instance, when matching the TA with the 

shapefile we realized that many parcels were missing. This could be because the TA data 

only contains residential properties. Figure 17  illustrates cases of matching by proximity 

(i.e. with the 50m buffer). The green rectangles with the red dots with the parcel number 

show the parcels which are in the tax appraiser data.  The areas not covered by a green 

rectangles are properties which are NOT in the TA database and the green dots represent the 

NFIP claims. Thus, the NFIP claim falls into a green area where there is no building and the 

logarithm matches it with the closest building. 
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Figure 17- Leon County Example 1 Matching Way 3 

6.4.2 Duplicates in the TA data  
When the property is a complex with multiple buildings (e.g. an apartment building 

complex), or a personal residential property with more than one building, as Chapter 3 

explains, the TA tax roll will have duplicates for the same parcel ID. The process does not 

eliminate any duplicate, instead, an additional criteria facilitates the match.  

The duplicate criteria is the following for NFIP claims and exposure:  

1) Check on Building_Value (TA) and REPLCMNT (NFIP) 

2) If more than one record matches within 20% of the property value, then 

match the one with the closest to year built.   

3) If more than one record matched, then just choose randomly among these 

records. 

The duplicate criteria is the following for wind claims and exposure:  
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1) Check on exterior_wall (TA) and construction_type (wind) 

2) If the property doesn’t have the same exterior wall value, then match the 

one with the closest to year built.   

3) If more than one record matches with the year built of the property, then 

match the one with the closest to the building value. Building_value (TA) 

vs structure_coverage (Wind exposure) and structure Insured Limit, lms 

(Wind claims). 

4) If more than one record matched, then just choose randomly among these 

records.   

6.4.3 Incorrect geolocation in the Insurance Data  
For the case of the wind data,  most policies match by proximity (i.e. buffer).  The 

geolocations of wind claims fall in the middle of the street instead of in the center of the 

property. For example, in figure 18, the red dotes in the street represent the wind claims.  
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Figure 18-Leon County Example 2 Incorrect Geolocation 

6.4.4 Missing Parcel in the Shapefile but Present in the TA 
Another issue encountered it that for some counties the shapefile is incomplete and 

does not have some parcel present in the TA (see chapter 3). 

6.5 Classification of the Matches 

Different situations exist regarding possible matches between the insurance files and 

the TA files. The match depends on the type of process (address match, location match, 

proximity match), on whether or not the shape files and/or the TA files are complete or not, 

and whether or not there are duplicates.  The quality and reliability of the match varies for 

these different situations.  Accordingly, twelve different flags qualify the match for each 

property. Table 24 shows the legend for all the possible matching cases and Table 25 

describes these flags. 
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Table 24-Legend for Classification of the Matches 

Parcel is in the Shapefile (Green)  

Parcel is in the TA (Red)  

Building  

Claim Policy   

 
Table 25- Matching Flags 

Flag Parcel Matching 

Way 

Duplicate  Figure 

A1 Same parcel in 

Shapefile and TA 

Address No 

duplicates 

 

A2 Same parcel in 

Shapefile and TA 

GIS 

(lat/long) 

No 

duplicates 

 

B1 Same parcel in 

Shapefile and TA 

Address Duplicates  

B2 Same parcel in 

Shapefile and TA 

GIS 

(lat/long) 

Duplicates  

C1 Different parcel in 

Shapefile and TA 

Address No 

duplicates 

 

C3 Different parcel in 

Shapefile and TA 

Buffer (50m 

radius) 

No 

duplicates 
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D1 Different parcel in 

Shapefile and TA 

Address Duplicates  

D3 Different parcel in 

Shapefile and TA 

Buffer (50m 

radius) 

Duplicates  

E1 Parcel is not found 

in Shapefile but it is 

in TA 

Address  No 

duplicates 

 

E3 Parcel is not found 

in Shapefile but it is 

in TA 

Buffer (50m 

radius) 

No 

duplicates 

 

F4 Parcel is not found 

in TA 

No match -  

G4 Not found in 

Shapefile or TA 

No match -  

 

6.5.1 Summary 
The matching procedure requires the following inputs: 

1. Standardized Tax Appraiser Excel files as specified in Appendix A: 

Acquisition and Initial Processing of the Tax Appraiser Data. 

2. Standardized the TA’s and insurance files’ addresses as specified in 

Appendix B: Standardizing Addresses with USPS API. 

3. County shapefiles located in each county folder in owncloud. 
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4. Insurance files in owncloud. 

a) NFIP Exposure: 

OwnCloud/FPHLM_Common/NFIP/Exposure/abridged/2012-

abridged_usps.csv 

b) NFIP Claims: 

OwnCloud/FPHLM_Common/NFIP/Claims/NFIP_claims_usps.

csv 

c) Wind Exposure: 

OwnCloud/FPHLM_Common/Wind_Insurance/Exposure/2019_

Wind_Exposures_PR_usps.csv 

OwnCloud/FPHLM_Common/Wind_Insurance/Exposure/2019_

Wind_Exposures_CR_usps.csv  

d) Wind Claims: 

OwnCloud/FPHLM_Common/Wind_Insurance/Claims/Wind_C

laims_all_events_usps.csv 

Once an insurance policy matches with a TA record, this policy is associated with 

the record parcel ID in the TA dataset. When the record is preprocessed, for input to the 

FPHLM/FPFLM, or for use in the development or validation of the vulnerability models,  

the pre-processor checks if a valid value exists for each attribute in the policy record.  If not, 

the program searches in the TA record if that value is available and assigns the value to the 

insurance record. For example, if the value for roof shape is missing in the insurance record 

and the record matches with a TA record with ID 101, the program then looks for record ID 

101 in the TA dataset and checks what the value is of the roof shape for that record.  If  the 
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roof shape exists and is Gable, then the program assigns the value gable to the insurance 

record. The process is repeated for the categories exterior wall, roof shape, roof cover, 

number of stories, year built and year of retrofit. Different scripts in Python were developed 

to implement the procedure for both NFIP and Wind portfolios, and for the PR and CR 

models. 

6.6 Wind and NFIP Overall Matching Statistics  

The total number of counties processed with Tax Appraiser data is 62 out of 67 

counties in Florida, representing all major urban areas. Only five small rural counties did not 

provide their databases. Table 26 summarizes the matching results with the Tax Appraiser 

files (TA) for all the databases (exposure and claims).  The match was completed separately 

for each of the 62 counties, but the table reports the aggregated numbers of all the counties. 
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Table 26- Results on NFIP/Wind Matching Statistics 

  

Database 

Total 

number of 

properties 

Total 

matched 

properties       

Total % 

matched 

properties 

Number 

of 

counties 

less 

than 

80% 

Number 

of 

counties 

between 

80%-

90% 

Number 

of 

counties 

above 

90% 

NFIP 

exposure 

1,299,577 1,215,114 94% 5 11 46 

Wind PR 

exposure 

4,524,766 4,436,498 98% 11 12 44 

Wind CR 

exposure 

136,498 85,882 65% 23 6 33 

NFIP 

claim 

153,308 124,922 90% 19 8 35 

Wind 

claim 

3,210,119 2,431,338 93% 6 8 48 

 

The following table 27 provides information about how many properties were 

matched with which procedure.  
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Table 27- Match Process Stats 

 

 

Dataset 

 

 

File 

 

Total 

Properties 

Matching 

Way 1: 

USPS 

Matching 

Way 2: 

GIS 

LAT/LON

G 

Matching 

Way 3: 

Buffer 

(50m) 

NFIP 

exposure 

CountyName_X_NFIP_T

A.csv 

1,297,084 69.78% 18.06% 6.08% 

Wind PR 

exposure 

CountyName_X_PRWIN

D_TA.csv 

4,432,920 61.57% 9.76% 16.90% 

Wind CR 

exposure 

CountyName_X_CRWIN

D_TA.csv 

131,941 1.02% 45.20% 16.72% 

NFIP 

claims 

CountyName_CALL_NFI

P_TA.csv 

139,941 52.53% 30.41% 6.66% 

Wind 

claims 

CountyName_CALL_WIN

D_TA 

2,630,674 75.39% 3.23% 14.51% 

 

6.7 NFIP Matching Statistics  

6.7.1 NFIP Exposure Matching Rates  
All the matching rates were computed with the development of a spreadsheet and a 

Jupyter notebook. Nima Aghli wrote The Jupyter notebooks.  The process and spreadsheet 

with the all the matching rate results are in Appendix D. In this section, we are going to 

review to summarize the results and indicate some of the most important results. Table 28 

presents the matching rates for all 67 counties where the data is missing have 0% matching. 

Overall the matching rate is over 94%.  
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Table 28- Matching Rates on NFIP Exposure 
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6.7.2 NFIP Exposure Matching Rates per Type of Matching  
Figure 19 shows the average for each flag for the NFIP exposure. It was found that 

the majority of the properties in Florida were matched by address (more than 50%), with the 

A1 flag. Appendix E presents the different flags for the 67 counties in Florida.  

 
Figure 19-NFIP Exposure Type of Matching (Image Courtesy of Nima Aghli) 

6.7.3 Urban vs Rural Counties  
 

Florida covers 53,927 square miles, with a 2019 estimated population of 21,477,737 

people, including 718,558 people living in 30 rural Florida counties (USDA-ERS). An 

additional 1.1 million persons were estimated by the U.S. Census to live in the rural portions 

of Florida's 37 urban counties. Tallahassee is the state capital and the most populous counties 

are Miami-Dade, Broward, Palm Beach, Hillsborough followed by Orange and Duval 

County (U.S. Census Bureau, 2020) 
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Urban counties on average have a higher percentage of matching. This might be 

because: 1) the data in those counties tends to be more accurate since they have more 

resources; 2) there are more insured properties in urban counties. Table 29 and Figure 20 

show the results. Only the five counties which we don’t have the TA data show a 0% 

matching: Highlands, Holmes, Lafayette, Suwannee and Union.  

Table 29- Match Percentages Urban vs Rural Counties 

URBAN % Matched RURAL % Matched 
Alachua 80.89% Baker 94.51% 
Bay       94.99% Bradford 98.28% 
Brevard 99.33% Calhoun 100% 
Broward 97.45% Columbia 96.73% 
Charlotte 97.83% DeSoto 99.52% 
Citrus 98.39% Dixie 99.77% 
Clay 99.78% Franklin 93.54% 
Collier 82.63% Gadsden 97.28% 
Duval 99.88% Gilchrist 96.56% 
Escambia 95.58% Glades 96.13% 
Flagler 98.51% Gulf 89.73% 
Hernando 99.83% Hamilton 87.50% 
Hillsborough 82.70% Hardee 98.33% 
Indian River 78.42% Hendry 98.33% 
Lake 78.12% Highlands 0.00% 
Lee 90.98% Holmes 0.00% 
Leon 76.53% Jackson 97.40% 
Manatee 99.95% Jefferson 100.00% 
Marion 88.46% Lafayette 0.00% 
Martin 97.75% Levy 97.66% 
Miami-Dade 95.82% Liberty 83.33% 
Nassau 94.77% Madison 84.69% 
Okaloosa 78.79% Monroe 96.51% 
Orange 99.84% Okeechobee 98.23% 
Osceola 99.67% Suwannee 0.00% 
Palm Beach 88.30% Taylor 100% 
Pasco 89.15% Union 0.00% 
Pinellas 99.95% Wakulla 92.80% 
Polk 95.68% Walton 88.39% 
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Putnam 90.29% Washington 93.60% 
Santa Rosa 98.32%   

 

Sarasota 79.41%   
 

Seminole 93.60%   
 

St. Johns 89.64%   
 

St. Lucie 98.36%   
 

Sumter 98.03%   
 

Volusia 92.39%   
 

 

 

Figure 20- Average Matched Percentage Urban vs Rural Counties 

6.7.4 NFIP Exposure Matching Rates per Occupancy  
The matching rates for Occupancy 1 are higher than Occupancy 2 and 3 in all 

counties. Also, among the Condo categories, the matching rate is higher for the “condo n” 

category for “building 1,2,3”, see figure 25. Appendix D shows the matching per type of 

dwelling for each county. 

For total occupancy 2 and 3 we have small counties like Baker, Bradford, Calhoun, 

Gadsden, Liberty, Volusia, and Wakulla with 0% matching, because they have no type 2 and 

3 occupancies. The matched percentages are 80% and up for most of the counties. Figure 21 
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to 24 show for each county the matching rates for all occupancies combined (1+2+3), and 

for each occupancy 1 to 3 separately. 
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Figure 21- Total NFIP Occupancy Matched  
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Figure 22- Total NFIP Occupancy Matched  
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Figure 23- Total NFIP Occupancy Matched 
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Figure 24-Average of Total Matched Occupancies-NFIP Exposure 

 

Figure 25-Building 1,2,3 Match per Type of Dwelling-NFIP Exposure 
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6.7.5 NFIP Claims Matching Rates 

In general, the match rates for NFIP claims are very good. Thus, there are less claims 

than exposure data, the average percentage matched is 90%. The improvement of the match 

is significant and will contribute to the development and calibration of the vulnerability 

models. Table 30 depicts the match percentages for all 67 counties.  

Table 30-Matching Rates on NFIP Claims 

County Total 
Claims 

Matched 
with TA County Total 

Claims 
Matched 
with TA 

Alachua 101 90.10% Lee 4816 87.79% 
Baker 61 80.33% Leon 597 89.78% 
Bay 4024 87.80% Levy 457 97.59% 
Bradford 58 82.76% Liberty 4 100.00% 
Brevard 1952 97.69% Madison 67 41.79% 
Broward 10686 95.00% Manatee 2595 99.88% 
Calhoun 110 98.18% Marion 67 74.63% 
Charlotte 1174 85.86% Martin 1223 93.13% 
Citrus 2281 94.52% Miami-Dade 29604 93.34% 
Clay 601 96.17% Monroe 11170 80.43% 
Collier 791 61.31% Nassau 274 78.47% 
Columbia 204 82.35% Okaloosa 4696 99.96% 
DeSoto 148 83.11% Okeechobee 145 98.62% 
Dixie 403 0.00% Orange 342 100.00% 
Duval 1828 99.73% Osceola 129 99.22% 
Escambia 8443 87.42% Palm Beach 3692 84.72% 
Flagler 190 96.84% Pasco 5463 76.11% 
Franklin 935 73.80% Pinellas 14607 98.55% 
Gadsden 20 65.00% Polk 440 90.45% 
Gilchrist 139 82.01% Putnam 128 82.81% 
Glades 26 76.92% Santa Rosa 6717 94.33% 
Gulf 532 65.04% Sarasota 2774 64.60% 
Hamilton 94 46.81% Seminole 283 98.94% 
Hardee 34 76.47% St. Johns 582 86.77% 
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Hendry 27 81.48% St. Lucie 2250 92.98% 
Hernando 1181 95.17% Sumter 42 78.57% 
Highlands 39 0.00% Suwannee 269 0.00% 
Hillsborough 4139 73.69% Taylor 193 100.00% 
Holmes 68 0.00% Union 20 0.00% 
Indian River 1383 78.96% Volusia 2323 96.77% 
Jackson 31 74.19% Wakulla 938 72.49% 
Jefferson 11 100.00% Walton 1371 71.33% 
Lafayette 79 0.00% Washington 181 25.41% 
Lake 90 25.56%    

 

6.7.6 NFIP Claims Matching Rates per Type of Matching  
Figure 26 shows the average for each flag for the NFIP claims. Same as the exposure, 

the majority of the properties in Florida were matched by address (more than 50%), by the 

A2 flag.  

 

Figure 26-NFIP Claims Type of Matching (Image Courtesy of Nima Aghli) 
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6.7.7 NFIP Claims Matching Rates per Occupancy  
Similar to the exposure dataset, the match rates on NFIP claims for Occupancy 1 are 

higher than Occupancy 2 and 3 in all counties. Since the claim portfolio is smaller than the 

exposure, there are some counties that don’t have any claim policy for occupancy 2 or 3. In 

addition, the average matched percentage is only 90%. Appendix D shows the match rates 

for each occupancy 1 to 3 separately for each county, 

Figure 27 illustrates the match rates per type of dwelling, which is higher for the 

“condo n” category for “building 1,2,3” with more than 90%.  

 

Figure 27-Building 1,2,3 Matching per Type of Dwelling-NFIP Claims 
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6.8 Results on Wind Matching Statistics  

6.8.1 Wind Exposure Matching Rates 

The match rates for wind exposure are 98% for PR and 65% for CR. The 

improvement of the match will contribute to the building population statistics and to the 

development and calibration of the vulnerability models. Table 31 and 32 presents the match 

percentages for all 67 counties for PR and CR.  

Table 31-Wind PR Exposure Matching Rates 

County Total 
 Wind PR 

Matched  
with TA County 

Total  
Wind 
PR 

Matched 
with TA 

Alachua 38267 99% Lee 229502 87% 
Baker 2558 97% Leon 45495 100% 
Bay 48320 97% Levy 6791 98% 
Bradford 2822 98% Liberty 746 90% 
Brevard 153791 98% Madison 1545 85% 
Broward 365590 90% Manatee 105760 98% 
Calhoun 1392 99% Marion 82054 83% 
Charlotte 65567 96% Martin 43616 97% 
Citrus 40484 98% Miami-Dade 345216 95% 
Clay 41806 99% Monroe 16734 97% 
Collier 118621 20% Nassau 19989 97% 
Columbia 8100 97% Okaloosa 54227 100% 
DeSoto 4136 100% Okeechobee 4670 100% 
Dixie 2192 100% Orange 226751 99% 
Duval 165851 98% Osceola 79396 95% 
Escambia 69023 98% Palm Beach 341305 77% 
Flagler 31732 99% Pasco 125023 86% 
Franklin 3496 98% Pinellas 254682 100% 
Gadsden 5618 99% Polk 135142 95% 
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Gilchrist 2315 99% Putnam 10258 88% 
Glades 1141 99% Santa Rosa 43858 97% 
Gulf 3897 96% Sarasota 139787 79% 
Hamilton 1168 98% Seminole 89218 100% 
Hardee 2196 99% St. Johns 65706 88% 
Hendry 3848 99% St. Lucie 82247 92% 
Hernando 47509 100% Sumter 49448 97% 
Highlands 0 0% Suwannee 0 0% 
Hillsborough 269517 77% Taylor 2548 100% 
Holmes 0 0% Union 0 0% 
Indian River 43799 85% Volusia 121258 98% 
Jackson 5538 98% Wakulla 6082 98% 
Jefferson 1672 100% Walton 25106 93% 
Lafayette 0 0% Washington 3673 99% 
Lake 87815 73%    

 
Table 32-Wind CR Exposure Matching Rates 

County Total 
 Wind CR 

Matched  
with TA County Total  

Wind CR 
Matched 
with TA 

Alachua 1326 100% Lee 7326 70% 
Baker 58 92% Leon 1582 100% 
Bay 442 87% Levy 21 91% 
Bradford 63 100% Liberty 0 0% 
Brevard 3341 99% Madison 13 65% 
Broward 8914 68% Manatee 3281 98% 
Calhoun 15 100% Marion 0 0% 
Charlotte 1190 92% Martin 1592 80% 
Citrus 380 88% Miami-Dade 7203 75% 
Clay 891 100% Monroe 429 70% 
Collier 1990 22% Nassau 157 71% 
Columbia 147 99% Okaloosa 1034 100% 
DeSoto 110 100% Okeechobee 111 100% 
Dixie 21 100% Orange 6252 97% 
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Duval 3795 100% Osceola 2169 94% 
Escambia 1061 98% Palm Beach 7874 41% 
Flagler 319 81% Pasco 446 19% 
Franklin 0 0% Pinellas 7923 100% 
Gadsden 78 99% Polk 2388 99% 
Gilchrist 0 0% Putnam 158 97% 
Glades 2 100% Santa Rosa 246 94% 
Gulf 16 89% Sarasota 567 7% 
Hamilton 0 0% Seminole 2572 100% 
Hardee 29 100% St. Johns 334 32% 
Hendry 31 100% St. Lucie 868 58% 
Hernando 284 100% Sumter 105 74% 
Highlands 0 0% Suwannee 0 0% 
Hillsborough 5310 83% Taylor 72 100% 
Holmes 0 0% Union 0 0% 
Indian River 128 12% Volusia 1654 91% 
Jackson 201 96% Wakulla 27 100% 
Jefferson 62 100% Walton 330 83% 
Lafayette 0 0% Washington 11 92% 
Lake 614 56%    

 
6.8.2 Wind Exposure Matching Rates per Type of Matching  

Figures 28 and 29 shows the average for each flag for the wind exposure for both 

PR and CR. In the case of PR, most flags were E1 which means that it was matched by 

address but the Parcel is not found in Shapefile but it is in TA. CR illustrates the contrary, 

most of the properties were matched by A2 flag that mean by geocoding (i.e lat/long).  
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Figure 28-Wind PR - Exposure Type of Matching (Image Courtesy of Nima Aghli)  

 
 

Figure 29-Wind CR - Exposure Type of Matching (Image Courtesy of Nima Aghli)  

6.8.3 Wind Exposure Matching Rates per Residency Type 
The quality of the match is better for the personal residential (PR) than the 

commercial residential (CR) properties. The CR portfolio is smaller than the PR portfolio, 

that is why the match the rate is only 65% comparing to PR with 98%. Figures 30 to 33 show 

graphs for all the 67 counties. Counties with better quality data show a higher percentage 
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such as  Alachua, Bradford, Clay, Dixie, Gadsden, Hardee, Hendry, Hernando, Pinellas, 

Seminole, and Taylor. 
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Figure 30-Wind Exposure Matching Rates per Type of Residency (1)
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Figure 31-Wind Exposure Matching Rates per Type of Residency (2) 
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Figure 32-Wind Exposure Matching Rates per Type of Residency (3) 
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Chapter 7 

NFIP Data Augmentation  

7.1 NFIP Exposure Data Augmentation 

  The NFIP exposure portfolios is the input of the flood model, FPFLM. While 

they augment the quality of the data, the modelers cannot eliminate or add any record to the 

insurance dataset. Chapter 4 explains how the NFIP exposure dataset was split into county 

files, for the purpose of matching with each county TA dataset.  The results of the matching 

of the NFIP exposure files and TA files are new files per each county.  Table 33 summarizes  

the file name of the matching datasets and its purpose, with a rectangular Venn diagram to 

illustrate graphically the concept of data augmentation. 

Table 33-NFIP+TA Exposure 

 
Database 

 
 File 

  
Goal 

NFIP 
Exposure 

CountyName_X_NFIP_TA 

 

Development, 
Calibration and 
Validation of the 
flood model 

 

 As stated in the introduction, one of the main purpose of the matching of the NFIP 

exposure portfolio and the TA data is to augment the quality of the data in the NFIP dataset, 

especially regarding building values and building characteristics related to flood 
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vulnerability such as year built (“ORIGIN CONSTRUCTION” in NFIP abbreviated as 

ORIG_CONST), year retrofitted, construction type (“WALL STRUCTURE” in NFIP 

abbreviated as WALLSTRUCT), and number of stories.  In order to achieve a significant 

data augmentation two things are needed.  A significant matching rate between the NFIP and 

TA data is needed. That was evaluated in Chapter 6. The county TA data needs to be of good 

quality and include the data which is missing in NFIP. The quality of the county TA data 

was evaluated in Chapter 4. In this chapter, we are going to quantify and evaluate the 

resulting data augmentation. All the different rates were computed by developing a 

spreadsheet and then a Jupyter Notebook in python that can be found in Appendix D. 

 In many cases, the augmented data can supersede or conflict with the original 

NFIP data.  Given the amount of data, in these cases, graphical representations of the data 

coupled with regression analyses and plots can clarify the extent of the variation in the data 

and can quantify the difference between the two sets of data (original vs. augmented).  Only 

occupancy 1 is represented in the regression graphs because it represents the majority of the 

properties in Florida. The different categories analyzed are year built and building value. 

The R-squared value evaluated the scatter of the data points around the fitter regression line, 

the closer to 1 means a better correlation. All regression plots were developed with a script 

in Python with the help of Amssatou Diagne, a computer science student at FIT. 

7.1.1  Year Built  

Figure 33 is a regression graph for a TA building year built vs. NFIP ORIG_CONST 

and TA Building Year Retrofit vs NFIP ORIG_CONST, both for occupancy 1. The plots 

show a good correlation between the TA year built and the NFIP ORIG_CONST, with an 
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R2 of 0.76 (figure 33a),  and a slope close to 45 degrees.  The correlation for the building 

year retrofit is lower. This is because the retrofit year is the house the house was renovated 

and not when it was constructed.  This would indicate that the NFIP ORIG_CONST records 

only the original year built.  The plots show a wide spread distribution of the data and many 

outliers.  

In this case where the year-built data exists in both the original NFIP data set and 

the TA dataset, the comparison is a sanitary check that the matching is fundamentally correct 

and does not yield illogical results.  It would have been worrisome if the two values of year 

built had not correlated properly. 

a)  

b)  

Figure 33-TA vs NFIP Exposure Through the Origin: a) Building Year Built; b)Building Year 
Retrofit 
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7.1.2  Building Value  

As explained in Chapter 4, the NFIP assigns a standard insured value of $250,000 

to most insured properties, regardless of their actual value.  However, it does provide a 

replacement value. Figure 34 shows the correlation between TA building value and NFIP 

REPLCMNT VALUE.  Because of the wide spread of the data and the presence of many 

outliers,  at higher value, caps were imposed when doing the regression: a) has a $1million 

cap and b) has a $600,000 cap.  

If we assume that the TA values is a truer approximation to the building value, we 

seek an expression of the value as a function of the available replacement value.  Since it is 

possible that policies have a zero replacement value when they actually have a non-zero 

value, we do not impose a zero-intercept to the regression. The two values are not well 

corelated, but in the absence of other data, the building value could be derived from the 

replacement value through the regression equation shown. 

a) b)  

Figure 34-TA vs NFIP Exposure: a) Building Value $1million Cap, b) Building Value $600k 
Cap 

Since, the linear regression did not show a good correlation, we also tried a higher 

order polynomial regression. Figure 35 shows the results for different caps, with very poor 
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correlation in both cases.  The conclusion here is that overall, there is a very poor correlation 

between TA value and Replacement value.   

a)   

b)  

Figure 35-TA vs NFIP Exposure Polynomial Regression: a) Building Value $1million Cap, b) 
Building Value $600k Cap 

7.1.3  Construction type  

 In the original NFIP data, before matching with the TA data, the Wall structure 

(aka WALLSTRUCT) is missing for all the policies.  After the match, with a matching rate 

higher than 90%, the known values have increased to 77.98% for Occupancy 1, 55.04% for 

Occupancy 2, and 48.13% for Occupancy 3, for the overall NFIP exposure.  Appendix D 
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show the details per county. Figure 36 shows the augmented data for wall structure for the 

three occupancies and figure 37 shows the detailed augmentation per type of exterior wall, 

either timber, masonry, other and unknown. 

 

Figure 36- a) NFIP+TA Exposure-Construction Type  
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Figure 37-b) NFIP+TA Exposure-Construction Type 

7.1.4  Number of Stories  

In the original NFIP data, before matching with the TA data, the number of stories 

is missing for all the policies.  After the match, with a matching rate higher than 90% , the 

known values increased to almost 90% for Occupancy 1, 74.18% for Occupancy 2, and 

57.05% for Occupancy 3 (Figure 38).  Appendix D show the details per county. 
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Figure 38-NFIP+TA Exposure-Number of Stories 

7.1.5  Roof Shape and Roof Cover  

The same matching was done for roof cover and roof shape. We cannot find this 

information type in the NFIP datasets, but after matching, the percentages show a significant 

improvement. The same matching was done for roof cover and roof shape. This information 

does not exist in the NFIP datasets, because it is not needed for flood.  However, most 

structures are subjected to both wind and flood, and if we want to estimate the combined 

losses of wind and flood, we shall need the data on roof shape and roof cover, to be able to 

run the NFIP portfolio through the wind model FPHLM.  For roof shape, the known values 

increased from 0% to almost 20% Occupancy 1, 15% for Occupancy 2, and almost 10% for 

Occupancy 3. The matching rates are lower for roof shape because the Tax Appraiser data 

doesn't have much information about roof shape, just for a few counties. In the roof cover 
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case, the percentages are higher because the Tax Appraiser contains information for roof 

cover for almost all counties. The known values increased from 0% to 67.74% Occupancy 

1, 45.12% for Occupancy 2, and 26.65% for Occupancy 3. Among these results is the 

graphical representation in figure 39 to 42. 

 

Figure 39-a) NFIP+TA Exposure-Roof Shape 

 

Figure 40-b) NFIP+TA Exposure-Roof Shape 
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Figure 41-a) NFIP+TA Exposure-Roof Cover 

 

Figure 42-b) NFIP+TA Exposure-Roof Cover 
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7.2 NFIP Claims Data Augmentation 

 The NFIP claim portfolio was matched with the Tax Appraiser data. The purpose 

is to augment the quality of the data, without eliminating any record or adding one. The result 

of the matching of the NFIP claim files and TA files generates new files per each county.  

Table 34 shows the graphical representations of  the file name, the matching datasets and its 

goal. The matched county residential data files should be of the form 

“CountyName_CALL_NFIP_TA”, where CALL represents the claims for all events (12 

storms). 

Table 34-NFIP+TA Claims   

 

One of the main goals of the matching of the NFIP claim portfolio and the TA data 

is the development, calibration and validation of the flood model and also the combined 

model. In order to achieve a significant data augmentation we are going to quantify and 

evaluate the resulting data augmentation. 

7.2.1  Year Built  

 Figure 43 is a regression graph for a TA building year built vs. NFIP 

ORIG_CONST and TA Building Year Retrofit vs NFIP ORIG_CONST, both for occupancy 

 
Database 

 
 File 

  
Goal 

NFIP 
Exposure 

CountyName_CALL_NFIP
_TA 

 

Development, 
Calibration and 
Validation of the 
flood model 
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1. The plots show a lower correlation between the TA year built and the NFIP 

ORIG_CONST, than for exposure, with an R2 of 0.28 (figure 45a), but a slope close to 45 

degrees.  The correlation for the building year retrofit is quite bad. This is because the retrofit 

year is the house the house was renovated and not when it was constructed.  This would 

indicate that the NFIP ORIG_CONST records only the original year built.  The plots show 

a wide spread distribution of the data and many outliers, which explains the low R2.  

 In this case where the year-built data exists in both the original NFIP data set and 

the TA dataset, the comparison is a sanity check that the matching is fundamentally correct 

and does not yield illogical results.   

a)  

b)  

Figure 43-TA vs NFIP Claims Through the Origin: a) Building Year Built; b)Building Year 
Retrofit 
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7.2.2  Building Value  

The NFIP claim dataset have two different columns containing value of the property, 

and this are the replacement value (REPLCMNT) and the total property value 

(T_PROP_VAL). Similarly to the exposure dataset, the claim dataset presents many errors 

and a wide spread data with many outliers. Therefore, two limits have been set for the 

regressions: a) $1million cap and b) $600,000 cap. 

Figure 44 illustrates the comparison between REPLCMENT and Building_Value 

and figure 45 between T_PROP_VAL and Building_Value for both limits. In conclusion, 

the replacement value has a better correlation than the total property value with an !!=0.28 

for the cap $600,000. However, in the absence of other data, the building value could be 

derived from the replacement value or the total property value through the regression 

equation shown in each graph.  

a)  
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b)  

Figure 44-TA vs NFIP Claims: a) Replacement Value $1million Cap, b) Replacement Value 
$600k Cap 

a)  

b)  

Figure 45-TA vs NFIP Claims: a) Total Property Value $1million Cap, b) Total Property 
Value $600k Cap 
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Figure 46 and 47 show a higher order polynomial regression to model a non-linear 

relationship between the two values and to provide a better approximation. The correlation 

improves dramatically, which indicate than a non-linear function is better in that case. 

a)   

b)  

Figure 46-TA vs NFIP Claims Polynomial Regression: a) Replacement Value $1million Cap, 
b) Replacement Value $600k Cap 
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a)   

b)  

Figure 47-TA vs NFIP Claims Polynomial Regression: a) Total Property Value $1million Cap, 
b) Total Property Value $600k Cap 

7.2.3 Construction Type 

 NFIP claims datasets also show three different occupancies for residential houses. 

In the case of the claims, the data needed as input for the model is only construction type or 

exterior wall and number of stories since this is a flood model. Figure 49 shows the 

augmented construction type or exterior wall values. Before matching with the Tax 

Appraiser, all were unknown, and with a matching rate higher than 90%, the known values 

have increased to 71.56% for Occupancy 1, 56.08% for Occupancy 2, and 43.12% for 
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Occupancy 3. Also, figure 49 illustrates the different categories for exterior wall. This new 

data can provide information on the cause of damage and hazard intensity.  

 

Figure 48-a) NFIP+TA Claims-Construction Type 

 

Figure 49-b) NFIP+TA Claims-Construction Type 
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7.2.4 Number of Stories 

Same as the construction type in the NFIP datasets, the number of stories is 

unknown. After the matching, the augmented data increased to 86.94% for Occupancy 1, 

65.78% for Occupancy 2, and 48.32% for Occupancy 3 (see figure 50). 

 

Figure 50-NFIP+TA Claims-Number of Stories 

7.2.5 Roof Shape and Roof Cover  

The augmented data for roof cover and roof shape will be used of validation and 

calibration of  the combined wind and flood model.  We cannot find this information type in 

the NFIP datasets, but after matching, the percentages show a significant improvement. For 

roof cover, figure 51 shows 10% hip, 8% gable and 70% other for occupancy 1. The other 

percentage is higher because of the TA problem explained in chapter 3. Figure 52 illustrate 
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the roof cover with almost 50% for shingle, 8% tile, 11% metal, 18% other and 13% 

unknown for occupancy 1. All other occupancies are depicted below. 

 

Figure 51-NFIP Claims+TA Exposure-Roof Shape 

 

Figure 52-NFIP Claims+TA Exposure-Roof Cover 
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Chapter 8 

Wind Data Augmentation  

8.1 Wind Exposure Data Augmentation  

 The wind exposure portfolios are the input of the wind model, FPHLM. As 

explained in chapter 6, the combined files of wind exposure and tax appraiser result in hybrid 

files for all 67 counties called CountyName_X_PRWIND_TA for personal residential 

properties and CountyName_X_CRWIND_TA for commercial residential properties. Table  

35 summarizes the file name of the matching datasets and its purpose, with a rectangular 

Venn diagram to illustrate graphically the concept of data augmentation.  

Table 35-Wind+TA Exposure 

 
Database 

 
 File 

  
Goal 

 

Wind 
Exposure 

 

CountyName_X_PRWIND_TA 

CountyName_X_CRWIND_TA 

 

 

 

Improvement in the 
quality of the 

exposure data used 
as input for the 
FPHLM 

 

As mentioned in chapter 1, the augmented wind exposure data will improve the 

quality of the input data, and therefore the output of the FPHLM and FPFLM. The augmented 

wind claim files are being combined with hazard data, and are being analyzed for the purpose 

PR 

CR 
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of development and calibration of the vulnerability models.  This new data will improve the 

quality of building values and building characteristics such as construction type (timber, 

masonry, or unknown), roof shape (gable, hip, or unknown), roof cover (shingle, tile, metal, 

or unknown) and number of stories. Therefor the good matching rates presented in chapter 

6 will be needed to achieve a significant data augmentation and a reduction of the 

uncertainty. In this chapter, we are going to quantify and evaluated the resulting data 

augmentation.  

Similarly to NFIP, sometimes the augmented data can supersede or conflict with the 

original wind data.  Because of the amount of data, in these cases, graphical representations 

of the data coupled with regression analyses and plots can clarify the extent of the variation 

in the data and can quantify the difference between the two sets of data (original vs. 

augmented).  Only occupancy 1 is represented in the regression graphs because it represents 

the majority of the properties in Florida. The different categories analyzed are year built and 

building value. The R-squared value evaluated the scatter of the data points around the fitter 

regression line, the closer to 1 means a better correlation. All regression plots were developed 

with a script in Python with the help of Amssatou Diagne, a computer science student at FIT. 

8.1.1 Year Built  

The regression analysis for the wind exposure dataset examines the relationship 

between TA and wind. The wind exposure presents two different portfolios: PR and CR. The 

PR residency type represents the site-built properties and CR the LR (1-3 stories). Figure 53 

and 54 illustrate the regression graphs for a TA building year built vs yearbuilt wind PR and 

CR. They show a good correlation with an R2 of 0.63 for PR and 0.65 for CR, and a slope 
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equal to 45 degrees in both cases. However, same as the NFIP, the correlation for year retrofit 

is lower for both of them.  The plots show also a wide spread distribution of the data and 

many outliers. This comparison of year-built serves also to check that the matching is 

fundamentally correct and does not yield illogical results.    

a)  

b)  

Figure 53-TA vs Wind PR Exposure Through the Origin: a) Building Year Built, b) Building 
Year Retrofit 
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a)  

b)  

Figure 54-TA vs Wind CR Exposure Through the Origin: a) Building Year Built, b) Building 
Year Retrofit 

8.1.2 Building Value 

 The wind exposure dataset have two different columns that represents the building 

value, called property value (propertyvalue) and structure coverage value 

(structurecoverage) , explained in chapter 5. PR shows a better correlation with an R-squared 

of 0.42 and 0.51, but CR has no correlation at all. CR has a lower correlation because the 

matching rates for this set are lower, therefore will contribute to a poor quality of the 
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augmented data. However, the building value could be derived from the building value (wind 

PR or CR) through the regression equation shown in each graph. See figures 55 and 56.  

a)  

b)  

Figure 55-TA vs Wind PR Exposure: a) Property Value, b) Structure Coverage  
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a)  

b)  

Figure 56-TA vs Wind CR Exposure: a) Property Value, b) Structure Coverage 

We have also tried non-linear analysis portraying a higher order polynomial 

regression.  The goal of it to check if we can provide a better approximation. However, the 

results were not good. For PR, figure 57, we can see that the R-squared was better in the 

linear regression. In the case of CR, figure 58, R-squared is negative because the chosen 

model does not follow the trend of the data, so fits worse than a horizontal line.  
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a)  

b)  

Figure 57-TA vs Wind PR Exposure Polynomial Regression: a) Property Value, b) Structure 
Coverage 
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a)  

b)  

Figure 58-TA vs Wind CR Exposure Polynomial Regression: a) Property Value, b) Structure 
Coverage 

 
 

8.1.3 Construction Type, Roof Shape and Roof Cover 

8.1.3.1 Wind Personal Residential Properties 

The Wind PR exposure files have a matching percentage of 98%, which means that 

the exposure quality will improve significantly. Figure 59 shows before and after matching 

for construction type, roof shape, and roof cover for site-built properties. Construction type 

and roof cover have a more significant improvement of almost 15%. In comparison, roof 

shape has a slight improvement of 2%; this is because, as mentioned in chapter 3, the Tax 
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Appraiser dataset lacks roof shape information. For all types, the unknown percentages have 

reduced from before to after match. 

 
Figure 59-Wind PR- Site-Built 

 

To analyze the integrated insurance database, the known values were classified. 

Construction type is classified as "Timber", "Masonry", and "Other", roof shape as "Gable", 

"Hip", and "Other", and roof cover as "Shingle", "Tile", "Metal" and "Other". The following 

graphs (figures 60 and 61) show these categories for site-built.  
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Figure 60-Wind PR- Construction Type & Roof Shape 

 
Figure 61- Wind PR- Roof Cover 

The same process was done for condo residences, also portraying a reduction of 

unknown values. The most noticeable improvement is roof cover going from 57% before 

matching to almost 68% after matching, with 10% fewer unknowns. See figure 62.  
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Figure 62- Wind PR- Condo 

Finally, graphs were generated for the conflict rate between both datasets, Wind PR 

insurance portfolios, and Tax Appraiser, for construction type. The conflict rate is higher 

when the wind data shows masonry, and the TA shows timber. However, both percentages 

are still low.  

 
Figure 63- Conflict rate between Wind PR and TA data 
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8.1.3.2 Wind Commercial Residential Properties 

Commercial residential properties include condominiums, apartments, and 

multifamily residential units. Same as the PR graphs, graphs for CR were generated. The 

Wind CR exposure files have a matching percentage of 66%, which means that the exposure 

quality will not improve that much. The commercial residential properties are divided into 

low-rise commercial residential (LR-CR), mid-high-rise properties (MHR) and 

manufactured homes park (mobile homes). Figure 64 presents before and after matching for 

construction type, roof shape, and roof cover for LR-CR properties. Construction type has a 

slight improvement of 2%, same as roof cover. On the other hand, roof cover has an 

improvement of 27%. Overall, the unknown percentages have been reduced from before to 

after matching.  

 

Figure 64-Wind CR- LR 
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Figure 65 and 66 show the percentage after matching for the specific categories of 

construction type (timber or masonry), roof shape (gable or hip), and roof cover (shingle, tile 

or metal) for low-rise buildings.   

 
Figure 65- Wind CR- Construction Type & Roof Shape 

 
Figure 66-Wind CR-Roof Cover 
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The same process was done for mid-high rise residencies (MHR). Here, the 

improvement is higher than LR-CR, for instance, from 72.19% of known values for 

construction type, after matching is 82.14%, which means there is a 10% of data 

augmentation. The most noticeable rise is roof shape for “other” category going from 0% 

before matching to almost 60% after matching. The explanation here is that the TA data 

presents roof  shape as gable/hip, which means that could be either of the two so the FPHLM 

translates it as “other”. Figure 67 shows every chart for known, unknown and other.  

 
Figure 67- Wind CR- MHR 

Lastly, as mentioned in the wind PR data augmentation, there could be a conflict 

between both datasets, Wind CR and TA, where sometimes it can say “timber” in wind and 

“masonry” in TA. Therefore, different graphs were generated for the conflict rate between 
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these datasets. Figure 68 depicts that the conflict rate is higher when the wind data shows 

masonry, and the TA shows timber. However, both percentages are still low, and will not 

affect the results significantly.  

 

 
Figure 68-Conflict rate between Wind CR and TA data 

8.3 Wind Claims Data Augmentation 

 Same as the wind exposure, the wind claims combined with the tax appraiser 

generated new hybrid files with the intersection of wind claim data and TA, named 

CountyName_CALL_WIND_TA, where CALL means claims for all storm events. Table  

36 summarizes the file name of the matching datasets and its purpose, with a rectangular 

Venn diagram to illustrate graphically the concept of data augmentation. 
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Table 36-Wind+TA Claims 

 
Database 

 
 File 

  
Goal 

 
Wind 
Claims 

 
CountyName_CALL_WIND_TA 

 

 

 

Development, 
Calibration and 
Validation of the 
wind model 

 

Note: This matching needs to be redone based on the problems explained in chapter 5 and 

new result sets need to be generated.  
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Chapter 9 

Building Population Statistics 

9.1 Introduction 

A building’s vulnerability to hurricane depends on a variety of structural and non-

structural components. For example, a timber-framed structure has a higher probability of 

damage from winds than a reinforced concrete one, all other things being equal. Thus, having 

detailed information on building characteristics improves the quality of the loss estimate.  

The previous chapters have shown how incomplete or inaccurate the building information 

can be in the insurance portfolios, and even in the tax roll databases.  These chapters have 

also shown how the quality of the data can be augmented through the matching of the 

databases.  In some cases, even after the matching, data is still missing in an insurance 

exposure file, or the file input into the model was not matched with TA data.  In these cases, 

there are two ways to make up for the missing data: 

1) assign randomly the missing value based on Florida building statistics. 

2) assign a weighted vulnerability matrix to the incomplete record, with the 

weighted based on Florida building statistics  

The more complete is the data on which these building statistics are based, the more 

accurate and representative these statistics are.  The combination of the insurance exposure 

files, especially the wind insurance files, and the tax appraiser databases result in an exposure 

database for Florida which is very exhaustive, and more complete than any other database 
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previously used.  This chapter describes how the research team developed new sets of 

building population statistics for personal and commercial residential buildings in Florida, 

with the help of the new database that resulted from the union of the TA data and the multiple 

private wind insurance portfolios at the team disposal.   

9.2 Process 

Building statistics were computed, in particular for building parameters which can 

contribute to the building vulnerability. This building population statistics for personal 

residential homes include year built, exterior wall, roof cover, roof shape, and number of 

stories. For this study, databases for all 67 counties were obtained, using the wind augmented 

dataset, prioritizing wind data if there was a conflict. All the statistics were generated using 

a Python script and can be found in Appendix E.  

The objective is to improve the current set of county stats for PR buildings, that a 

previous student, Josh Michalski generated a few years ago; and to generate county statistics 

for CR (the current ones are regional). The file used to compute the stats is the 2 way match 

(X_wind + TA). The purpose is to provide the weights for the weighted wind vulnerability 

matrices.  Therefore, the X_NFIP dataset does not contribute anything significant to the wind 

data.  We shall compute the stats on the union of the X_Wind + TA, separately for PR and 

for CR. The files used are: 

• “CountyName _X_PRWIND_TA_Ver.xlsx” 

• “CountyName _X_CRWIND_TA_Ver.xlsx” 
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In case of conflict between the data from X_Wind and the data from TA, we shall 

adopt the data from X_Wind.  

The process goes as following: 

1) Identify the counties processed for which we have a merged data exposure files from 

TA + Wind with data for either PR or CR-LR or both. For the 5 counties with no TA 

data, we shall compute the stats based on the X_Wind exposure only.  

2) Each policy or property in the files should contain: 

a) The type of building 

In the case of CR, we need to separate the CR-LR from the other types of buildings 

in case they are mixed with other types.  CR_LR are apartment and condominium 

buildings with 1 to 3 stories. We need to separate the records corresponding to 

condominium units (i.e. single apartments) from the records corresponding to whole 

buildings. A condominium building can have several condo units in the databases, 

so we need to be careful to count the building only once, not for every single condo 

instance. 

For PR, we need to separate the site-built homes, from the manufactured homes and 

the condo units.  The PR stats are for the site-built homes only. 

b) The Year Built to define appurtenance to an era as one of 6 possible cases 

The eras are the following: 

Pre 
1960 

1960-1970 1971-1980 1981-1993 1994-2001 2002-
pres. 
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c) The exterior wall 

The types of exterior wall are concrete masonry (aka as masonry blocks), timber 

(aka wood), or other. 

d) The roof cover 

The types of roof cover are shingle, tile, metal or other. 

e) The roof shape 

The types of roof shape are hip, gable, flat or other.  

f) The number of stories 

The possibilities are 1, 2, 3 or more than 3 stories. 

3) Get for each county the PR and the CR-LR statistics as follow.   

a) First, get the total number of PR, CR-LR, and CR-MHR buildings in that county: 

NCountyPR = total number in that county of site-built PR buildings, excluding 

condo units and manufactured homes. 

NCountyLR = total number in that county of CR-LR buildings with less than 4 

stories. 

 NCountyMHR = total number in that county of CR buildings with 4 or more stories. 

Then for the site-built PR and CR-LR buildings with less than 4 stories compute the 

followings stats. 

b) Get the number of PR and CR-LR buildings within each era (i.e. with a year 

built in the era). 
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NPR(era) 

NLRB(era) 

c) Then for each era, get separately the number of PR and CR-LR buildings with a 

certain material for exterior wall: 

NCB(era); NT(era); NOEW(era) 

d) Then for each era, and for each group of exterior wall, get separately the number 

of PR and CR-LR buildings with a certain roof cover 

 Ntile(era, EW); Nshingle(era,EW); Nmetal(era,EW); NORC(era, EW) 

e) Then for each era, get separately the number of PR and CR-LR buildings with 

a certain roof shape  

NG(era); NH(era); NF(era); NORS(era) 

f) Then for each era, get separately the number of PR and CR-LR buildings with a 

certain number of stories  

N1(era); N2(era); N3(era) 

4. From the statistics computed in 3) get the following conditional probabilities: 

In each case, the numbers N() are the counts for either PR or LR. 

a) Probability that a building belongs to a particular era in that county:  

P(era) = number of building in that era divided by the total number of PR or CR-

LR buildings in that county  

For PR: P(era)  = N(era)/ NcountyPR  

For CR: P(era)  = N(era)/ NCountyLR 

b) Conditional probability that a building belonging to a particular era in that 

county is made of a particular material for exterior wall:  
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P(EW|era) = number of building in that era made of that particular EW divided 

by the total number of PR or CR-LR buildings in that era 

For PR: P(EW|era)  = = NCB(era)/NPR(era); NT(era) /NPR(era); NOEW(era) 

/NPR(era) 

For CR: P(EW|era)  = NCB(era)/NLRB(era); NT(era) /NLRB(era); 

NOEW(era) /NLRB(era) 

c) Compute for roof shape the conditional probability that a building belonging to 

a particular era in that county will have a particular roof shape.  

P(RS|era) = number of building in that era with that particular roof shape 

divided by the total number of CR-LR buildings in that era  

For PR: P(RS|era) = NG(era) /NPR(era); NH(era) / NPR (era); NF(era) 

/NPR(era); NORS(era) / NPR(era) 

For CR: P(RS|era) = NG(era) /NLRB(era); NH(era) /NLRB(era); 

NF(era)/NLRB(era); NORS(era) /NLRB(era) 

d) Compute for roof cover the conditional probability that a building belonging to 

a particular era in that county and made of a particular material for exterior wall 

will have a particular roof cover.  

P(RC|EW and era) = number of building in that era made of that particular EW 

with that particular roof cover divided by the total number of buildings in that 

era and made of a particular material for exterior wall  

For PR: P(RC|EW and era) = Ntile(era, EW)/NEW(era); 

Nshingle(era,EW)/NEW(era); Nmetal(era,EW)/ NEW(era); NORC(era, EW)/ 

NEW(era) 
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For CR: P(RC|EW and era) = Ntile(era, EW)/NEW(era); 

Nshingle(era,EW)/NEW(era); Nmetal(era,EW)/ NEW(era); NORC(era, EW)/ 

NEW(era) 

Where NEW(era) can be any of NCB(era); NT(era); NOEW(era) 

e) Compute for number of stories the conditional probability that a building 

belonging to a particular era in that county will have a particular number of 

stories.  

P(NS|era) = number of building in that era with that particular number of stories 

divided by the total number of CR-LR buildings in that era  

For PR: P(NS|era) = N1(era) /NPR(era); N2(era) /NPR(era); N3(era) /NPR(era) 

For CR: P(NS|era) = N1(era) /NLRB(era); N2(era) /NLRB(era); N3(era) 

/NLRB(era) 

f) Compute the absolute probabilities of single characteristics in each county for 

all eras combined. 

Year Built: see a) above 

Exterior Wall: 

For PR: P(EW) = N(EW)/NCountyPR 

For CR: P(EW) = N(EW)/NCountyLR 

Roof Shape: 

For PR: P(RS) = N(RS)/NCountyPR 

For CR: P(RS) = N(RS)/NCountyLR 

Roof cover: 

For PR: P(RC) = N(RC)/NCountyPR 
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For CR: P(RC) = N(RC)/NCountyLR 

Number of stories: 

For PR: P(NS) = N(NS)/NCountyPR 

For CR: P(NS) = N(NS)/NCountyLR 

g) All the probabilities should be recorded in an excel workbook in the directories:   

ownCloud\FPHLM Engineering Team\FPHLM - WIND\exposure and claim 

data study\tax appraiser databases\PR exposure 

ownCloud\FPHLM Engineering Team\FPHLM - WIND\exposure and claim 

data study\tax appraiser databases\CR exposure 

9.3 Personal Residential Statistics 

Personal residential homes are usually considered single family homes making up 

to 52.3% of the residential units in Florida and 64% in the United States (U.S. Census 

Bureau, 2020) A building’s vulnerability to hurricane risk is highly dependent on its 

structural components. For example, a timber-framed structure has a higher risk of damage 

ability from winds than a reinforced concrete one. Thus, having detailed information on 

building characteristics improves the quality of the loss estimate. Statistical trends were 

computed, in particular trends for structural elements which can contribute to the 

vulnerability model. This building population statistics for personal residential homes 

contain information about year built, exterior wall, roof cover, roof shape, and number 

stories. The following graphs represent the overall personal residential statistics for all 

counties. Conditional probabilities can be found in Appendix H. 
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9.3.1 Year Built 

The year of construction was categorized into six eras as explained in section 9.2. 

Fig. 69 shows the year built for these different eras. The counties with older buildings are 

Jackson, Madison and Gadsden, and with the newest buildings are Sarasota, Flagler and 

Miami-Dade.  

 

Figure 69. Personal Residential Year Built by Era 

9.3.2 Exterior Wall 

 The type of exterior walls of a building are one of the most influential factors in 

determining the vulnerability of a structure to hurricanes wind or flood. These are classified 

as "Timber", "Masonry", "Other" and “Unknown”. Usually timber structures are more 

vulnerable to wind than masonry. The following graph (figure 70) represents the weighted 
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average for all counties in Florida for exterior wall. As it can be seen the “Other” percentage 

is very low because more of the houses in Florida are either “Masonry” or “Timber”.  

 

Figure 70-Personal Residential Exterior Wall Distribution 

9.3.3 Roof Shape  

The roof shape consists of "Hip", "Gable", "Flat", and "Other". Similar to exterior 

wall composition, roof shape contributes to the overall vulnerability of a structure during a 

storm. According to many studies, hip roofs experience smaller wind pressures than gable 

roofs. Thus, a hip roof is sloped on all sides, resulting in a lower profile and more wind-

resistant design.  On the other hand, gable roofs are more vulnerable since they are sloped 

on two sides; the high profile ends of a gable roof present large surface areas to the full force 

of the wind (FEMA, 2017). 
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The TA database contains many flaws, one of them is reflected on the roof shape 

statistics, that show 30.20% for a “Other” because the TA databases contain Hip/Gable 

where there is no way to distinguish whether one is more predominant than the other, so it 

was considered "Other" roof. For the purpose of the FPHLM, an average of gable and hip 

will be assign to the “Other” category. See figure 71. 

 

Figure 71-Personal Residential Roof Shape Distribution 

9.3.4 Roof Cover 

The roof cover can also influence the vulnerability of a structure. The FPHLM roof 

covering includes "Shingle", "Tile", "Metal", and "Other". Similar to roof shape, roof 

covering elements have a lot of uncertainty. The statistics portray that there are more shingle 

roofs than tile or metal roofs (Fig. 72). Shingle roofs are more typical in Florida because they 

have a longer lifespan and better durability (Reliant Roofing, 2020) 
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Figure 72-Personal Residential Roof Cover Distribution 

9.3.5 Number of Stories  

Finally, the distribution of number of stories for each county was determined for 

one, two, three, and more than three stories. Structures of three stories or less would be 

modeled as low-rise buildings, and four stories or higher would be modeled as mid-high-rise 

buildings. Hence, it is expected that for personal residential homes there will be a higher 

percentage of one-story buildings (60.85%), with a significant portion being two stories in 

more developed counties (10.12%), like Broward, Miami Dade or Hillsborough. The graphs 

in figure 73 support the given information.  
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Figure 73-Personal Residential Number of Stories Distribution 

9.3.6 Comparison to previous building population statistics 

The building population statistics were normalized, eliminating all the unknowns 

values and only calculating the percentage on the known values. These new statistics were 

compared to old ones generated five years ago by a team member of the FPHLM (Michalski, 

2016) The old statistics determined structural characteristics by era for 22 counties, only 

using the TA dataset. Figures 74 to 78 show this comparison for year built by era, exterior 

wall, roof shape, roof cover and number of stories. Overall, the trends are the same, with a 

difference from 5% to 10%, but the new stats have the average for the 67 counties, which 

represent more accurate results. For year built,  the new stats show more houses constructed 

after 2001, which is expected (Figure 74). Exterior wall have only a difference of 4%, still 
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representing the majority of the personal residential building made of concrete block (Figure 

75). For roof shape the “other” percentage has increased due to flaws in the TA data, as 

explained before the category hip/gable is counted as other (Figure 76). For roof cover the 

tendency looks the similar (Figure 77). Finally, figure 78 shows the number of stories 

distribution, which also represents more than 80% for one-story buildings.  

 

 
Figure 74- Personal Residential Year Built-Old vs New Stats 
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Figure 75-Personal Residential Exterior Wall-Old vs New Stats 

 
Figure 76-Personal Residential Roof Shape-Old vs New Stats 
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Figure 77-Personal Residential Roof Cover-Old vs New Stats 

 
Figure 78-Personal Residential Number of Stories-Old vs New Stats 
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9.4 Commercial Residential Statistics 

 Commercial residential (CR) properties as mentioned before, include condominium, 

apartments, and multifamily residential units. These buildings can suffer substantial external 

structural damage from hurricane winds. The modeling approach to assessing damage for 

these building types is the same as that for assessing damage for single-family homes, 

modeling the building as a whole. Thus, similar to the process followed for PR properties, 

an extensive survey of the Florida commercial building stock was carried out to develop 

building population statistics. One source was the Wind CR insurance database, which was 

the primary one, and the other source was the Florida counties’ property tax appraisers’ 

databases. The available building characteristics vary from county to county, but the most 

important parameters for modeling are year built, exterior wall material, roof shape, roof 

cover, and number of stories. For each of these categories, statistical information were 

extracted, and are explained below.  

9.4.1 Year Built 

The building population statistics were calculated for different eras to account for 

the correlation between various factors and year built. Figure 79 shows these different eras. 

The year range of construction for commercial properties that is predominant is 1981-1993. 

Same as the PR, the CR properties represent more modern homes suitable for the 

vulnerability model with more than 60% after 1981.  
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Figure 79- Commercial Residential Year Built by Era 
 

9.4.2 Exterior Wall 

 The exterior walls of a commercial building are timber (45.03%), although, there is 

a good amount of concrete block houses (masonry) representing 39.21% of the Florida’s 

building commercial stock. Figure 80 portrays the weighted average for all counties in 

Florida for exterior wall. In comparison to PR properties CR ones have a higher percentage 

houses made of timber than concrete block.  
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Figure 80-Commercial Residential Exterior Wall Distribution 

9.4.3 Roof Shape  

Structural types of roof shape (either gable or hip) are important for the commercial 

residential model. Similar to PR roof shape, the “Other” category is the highest with 32.52%, 

which is because the TA databases contain Hip/Gable type, leaving no way to distinguish 

whether one is more predominant than the other, so it was considered "Other" roof. However, 

figure 81 shows that most of the commercial properties in Florida have gable roof. 
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Figure 81-Commercial Residential Roof Shape Distribution 

 

9.4.4 Roof Cover 

The weighted statistics for roof cover present 47.63% for shingle, 4.58% for tile, 

7.32% for metal, 16.10% for other and almost 20% for unknown (Figure 82).  

 
Figure 82-Commercial Residential Roof Cover Distribution 
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9.4.5 Number of Stories  

Commercial properties are divided into low-rise, mid-rise and high-rise. It is 

expected that for commercial residential properties there will be a higher percentage of more 

than three-story buildings, but in reality there is only 2.17% in average (Figure 83). The 

majority are one-story (58.65%) and two-story buildings (22.71%). Figure 84 depicts the 

number of stories distribution divided into low-rise buildings for one to three stories with 

86.56% and mid-high rise buildings for more than four stories with 2.17%. However, if we 

look at single characteristics for each county (Appendix H), more develop counties like 

Broward, Miami Dade, Palm Beach or Orange have a higher percentage for more than three-

stories buildings. 

 
Figure 83-Commmercial Residential Number of Stories Distribution 
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Figure 84-Commmercial Residential Low-Rise vs Mid-High Rise Buildings 

9.5 Comparison of New Building CR Stats vs Previous Ones 

Previously, CLR data was only available for 46 counties, and irrational sample sizes 

for number of properties, missing statistics fields, and missing data per era only allowed for 

statistics to be generated for 22 counties and thus, regional statistics were generated. The 

new ones were computed at a county level with data for all 67 counties. The benefits of 

having county statistics is more accurate results, allowing for more reasonable conditional 

probabilities to be determined. This results in more credible vulnerabilities. 

9.6 Summary 

The augmented data resulted in new sets of improved statistics on each county's 

building population. The last exposure study from 2016 only contain information from 22 

counties for personal residential  and no data for commercial residential buildings 
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(Michalski, 2016). This thesis presents available data for 67 counties, and new commercial 

residential building statistics, which show more accurate results. However, the comparison 

between the old and new statistics show the same trends in the state of Florida. In Appendix 

H can be found the statistics for each county for both personal and commercial residential 

properties.  

Finally, this new building population statistics will be used for the output of the 

FPHLM model and insurance companies can use this statistics to weight the vulnerability 

functions. 
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Chapter 10 

Conclusion 

10.1 Summary of Results 

The primary objective of this thesis was to improve the quality of the residential 

exposure and claim data, for the state of Florida, from both NFIP and private wind insurers, 

through identification, augmentation, and integration of the different insurance databases 

with tax roll databases.  The improved or augmented insurance data serves multiple purposes.  

It provides better quality input to the FPHLM and FPFLM, it improves the validation and 

calibration process of both models, and it provides more reliable statistics on the overall 

residential building population of Florida. 

The different data sources this study uses include: tax roll databases from the county 

tax appraisers (TA), National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) exposure and claim 

portfolios, and wind insurance exposure and claim portfolios.  All these databases have many 

issues and flaws, which are a source of epistemic uncertainty, which affects the vulnerability 

models as well as the output of the catastrophe models.  The data augmentation process is a 

multiple step process.  First, the main purpose of reformatting and pre-processing all the data 

was to eliminate any errors and put all the data in the same format.   This included 

reformatting all the addresses and geocoding as needed.  Second, the tax roll data was 

matched with the insurance data, NFIP and wind, through a multi-tier strategy, which 

involved matching by address, location, and proximity.  
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The process was challenging and revealed critical issues. Since the data belongs to 

different insurance companies, it was not consistent across different companies.  For 

instance, different types of buildings, with different nomenclatures, are insured from one 

company to another, and the claim adjustment criteria varies, resulting in different types of 

data being recorded.  The quality of the data varies from company to company, with different 

degrees of data completeness or accuracy from company to company.  This study shows that 

given all these issues, the insurance company data must be carefully analyzed for 

consistency, and the data benefits substantially from the data augmentation.  Overall the 

matching rates for all the datasets are excellent, except for the wind CR exposure where it is 

less than 80%. The improvement of the data due to the matching is significant.  The 

augmented wind and NFIP exposure data improves the quality of the input data, and 

therefore the output of the FPHLM and FPFLM.  The augmented wind and NFIP claim files 

have been combined with hazard data,  and resulted in better development and calibration of 

the vulnerability models.  In particular, the triangulation between NFIP, Wind, and TA shall 

provide a better estimate of the value of the NFIP policies.   

The wind insurance portfolio is the more complete and contains the best data for all 

the building attributes. Therefore, the matched dataset between wind exposure and tax 

appraiser was used for computing new and improved building population statistics.  The 

computed building population statistics represent the building stock for all 67 counties in 

Florida, and are going to be implemented into the FPHLM vulnerability model to weight the 

vulnerability matrices, or to assign randomly missing information.  The different statistics 

either per county or for aggregated over all the counties allow us to better characterize the 

distributions of exterior wall, roof cover, roof shape and number of stories, over the years in 
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Florida. These new statistics are more accurate results than the ones from previous studies 

for personal residential (PR) and commercial residential (CR) properties.  

In conclusion, the augmented wind and NFIP data impacts the FPHLM and FPFLM 

in three different ways: 1) it improves the quality of the input data, and therefore the output 

of the FPHLM and FPFLM; 2) it improves the development and validation process of the 

vulnerability model, therefore improving further the quality of the loss analysis output; 3)  it 

results in more accurate building population statistics, which results in a better weighting of 

the vulnerability function and a more accurate random assignment of missing parameters in 

the insurance portfolios.   

10.2 Further Research 

The wind claims dataset present many problems as described in chapter 5. The 

solution is to concatenate the original claims into a single file Wind_Claims_all_events.csv 

again but keeping track for each record of the company and the name of the hurricane. Then 

the new Wind_Claims_all_events.csv needs to be processed through the USPS API to 

reformat the address. Finally, the matching needs to be redone to get the files 

CountyName_CALL_Wind_TA.csv. 

For the regression graphs, linear and nonlinear regressions were developed just for 

occupancy 1. The same process needs to be repeated for all the other occupancies. Same for 

the wind datasets, only site-built PR and LR-CR exposure was analyzed. This needs to be 

repeated for all the other types of residencies explained in chapter 5. For the wind claims, 

linear and non-linear regression analysis needs to be performed. All the scripts for this 
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regression graphs are stored in Owncloud: County TA Data/_admin/Methodology Merging 

and Jupyter Notebooks/Notebooks/New Notebooks/Regression Graphs. 

The last set of matching will be a three-way matching between NFIP, wind and TA. 

For the lack of time this could not be develop in this thesis. However, for the purpose of 

improving the quality of the exposure input data for both the FPHLM and the FPFLM, and 

of collecting statistics on the building population in Florida, the team needs to match Wind 

Insurance exposure, NFIP exposure, and TA data. For instance, the triangulation between 

NFIP, Wind, and TA shall provide a better estimate of the value of the NFIP policies. 

Lastly, because new residences are consistently being constructed and building 

characteristics change through time as a result of changes to building codes and other factors, 

exposure studies are in constant need of being updated. Data should be updated constantly 

to reflect the changes in exposure for the state as a whole. Future studies should consist of 

contacting county tax appraisers to obtain new TA data sets. These data sets should then be 

refined into a common format and utilized to generate building statistics for PR and CR 

properties at a county level. 

Finally, the impact of the exposure data augmentation shall be measure by running 

the FPHLM and FPFLM with data without and with augmentation.  The difference in insured 

losses between the two case, will provide a measure of the impact of the data augmentation. 
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Appendix A 

Acquisition and Initial Processing of the Tax Appraiser 

Data 

 All the extraction of data from the Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal (CAMA) 

system was obtained from each county property appraiser. Then the data was reformatted to 

a common file. This file only contains the information needed for FPHLM purposes. Table 

37 shows the column headers and their meaning. 

Table 37- TA Data Column Headers 

TA Data- FPHLM  Meaning 

PARCERLNO  Parcel number 

Address  Address 

City City 

Zipcode Zip code 

Bldg_use  Building use 

Bldg_cat Building category 

Bldg_model_fphlm Building model FPHLM 

Bldg_exterior_wall1 Building exterior wall 

Bldg_exterior_wall_fphlm Building exterior wall FPHLM 

Bldg_roof_cover  Building roof cover 

Bldg_roof_cover_fphlm  Building roof cover FPHLM 
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Bldg_roof_shape Building roof shape 

Bldg_roof_shape_fphlm Building roof shape FPHLM 

Bldg_number_stories  Building number of stories 

Bldg_year_built  Building year built 

Bldg_year_retrofit  Building year retrofit 

Bldg_floor_area  Building floor area 

Bldg_int_wall Building interior wall 

Bldg_int_wall_fphlm  Building interior wall FPHLM 

Bldg_flooring Building flooring 

Bldg_flooring_fphlm  Building flooring FPHLM 

Bldg_bathrooms_number  Building number of bathroom 

Bldg_appurtenances  Building appurtenances 

Bldg_ID  Building ID 

Bldg_bedrooms  Building number of bedrooms 

Bldg_quality  Building quality 

Bldg_AC_type  Building AC type 

Bldg_heat_type  Building heat type 

Bldg_heat_system  Building heat system 

Bldg_heated_sqft Building heated area (sqft) 
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Appendix B 

Standardizing Addresses with USPS API  

This appendix describes the procedure to standardize an address using the USPS 

API. To run this code it is necessary to install a Python environment.  

The procedure for address standardization follows these steps: 

1. Load the file containing the addresses with the column fields, Address, City, 

Zip code as a data frame. 

2. Transform the addresses into the USPS required input. 

3. Feed the input to the USPS API. 

4. Process the return from the USPS API into a data frame. 

5. Save the data frame to a file. 

The script was develop by Mario Jacas, a computer student at FIU.  

Owncloud/County TA Data/_admin/Methodology Merging and Jupyter 

Notebooks/Notebooks/New Notebooks/USPS API 

This script can be found below. 
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Appendix C 

Input Specification of the FPHLM 
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Appendix D 

Linkage between NFIP and Wind Portfolios with Tax 

Appraiser Databases 

Matching records in the NFIP and wind insurance claims and exposure portfolios 

with records in the Tax Appraiser datasets (TA data) is an important procedure that results 

in more complete information on construction parameters such as Exterior Wall, Roof Cover, 

Roof Shape, Number of Stories, Year Built, and others.  A geocoding procedure assigns a 

location to NFIP and wind records. TA data contains spatial information where a polygon 

represents each property or parcel. However, the geocoding is not always precise since the 

could be latitude and longitude data from the insurance records that falls within invalid 

parcels. These could be roads, public parks, water ponds, etc.  

The implementation of this procedure is describe below: 

1) The procedure shall receive 3 types of inputs: NFIP or wind records 

dataset, spatial dataset for county, and TA data for county. 

2) The procedure shall find a corresponding match in TA Data for every 

NFIP or wind record. 

3) The procedure shall attach to each NFIP or wind record the parcel ID of 

the matched TA record. 

Figure 85 shows a flow chart of the procedure implementation.  
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Figure 85- Flow Chart of the Procedure Implementation 

The claim entries are assigned parcel numbers through the GIS merging procedure 

and also through the USPS-based merging. Figure 86 depicts how a claim is merged to a 

TA entry via a GIS entry. Once merged, the claim gets the parcel # of the GIS entry. 
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Figure 86- TA and NFIP Merging through GIS 

The current implementation uses the Python data stack libraries and Jupyter 

Notebooks. Table 38 describes the library dependencies and versions. 

Table 38- Jupyter Notebook Libraries 

Libraries Version 

Pandas  0.22 

Geopandas 0.3.0 

Multiprocessing <Python built in – no version> 

Shapely <geopandas dependency> 

Numpy <pandas dependency> 

 

The matching script was develop by Nima Aghli, a doctoral candidate at FIU, and can be 

found below.  

• Owncloud/Coounty TA Data/_admin/Methodology Merging and Jupyter 

Notebooks/Notebooks/New Notebooks/matching_exposure 
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• Owncloud/County TA Data/_admin/Methodology Merging and Jupyter 

Notebooks/Notebooks/New Notebooks/matching_claims 

 
Matching Exposure/Claims Script: 
.. code:: ipython3 
 
    %load_ext autoreload 
    %autoreload 2 
 
.. code:: ipython3 
 
    import warnings 
    warnings.filterwarnings("ignore") 
    from joblib import delayed, Parallel 
    from collections import OrderedDict # to process the results returned from the USPS 
API 
    #from pyusps import address_information # a wrapper for the USPS API. 
Documentation: https://pypi.org/project/pyusps/ 
    from datetime import datetime 
    from tqdm import tqdm_notebook 
    import pandas as pd 
    import numpy as np 
    import owncloud 
    import os, sys, time, traceback 
    from timeit import default_timer as timer 
    import conf 
    import time 
    from utils import * 
    import geopandas as gpd  
    pd.options.mode.chained_assignment = None # disable chained assignments 
    from shapely.geometry import Point 
    from shapely.geometry.polygon import Polygon 
    from shapely.geometry.multipolygon import MultiPolygon 
    import re 
    from multiprocessing import Pool, cpu_count 
    from functools import partial 
 
.. code:: ipython3 
 
    # Flags 
    #     Parcel In Shape | Parcel in TA |   Group  | duplicated | match_way   
    #            X               X            A           False     1 or 2          
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    #            X               X            B           True      1 or 2     
    #            X               Y            C           False     3 or 1         
    #            X               Y            D           True      3 or 1 
    #            0               X            E             -        1 or 3 
    #            X               0            F             -        4(no match) 
    #            0               0            G             -        4(no match) 
        # 0 stands for no value 
     
        # Examples"  
    #     Flag  
    #     A1 -> The Parcel in shape and TA is same. The match was way 1 ( Address Match). 
The match had no duplicates in TA 
    #     B2 -> The Parcel in shape and TA is same. The match was way 2 (lat,long in 
parcel). The match had duplicates in TA handdled by creteria 
    #     C3 -> The Parcel in shape and TA is not same. The match was way 3 (Buffer) or 
1(address) and 
    #          The match had no duplicates in TA 
    #     D3 -> The Parcel in shape and TA is not same. The match was way 3 (Buffer) or 
1(address) and 
    #          The match had duplicates in TA handdled by creteria 
    #     F4 -> The Parcel matched the shapefile but not the TA with any of match way 1,2,3.   
    #     E1 -> The Parcel did not match shape file but matched TA. This will happen  
    #          when parcel is not in shape but we find a match with address or buffer.  
    #     G4 -> The parcel did not match shape file nor the TA.  
    def flags(row): 
        if row.empty: 
            return None 
        if ((pd.isnull(row['PARCELNO'])) and (pd.isnull(row['PARCELNO_in_shape']))): 
            return "G4" 
        elif (pd.notnull(row['PARCELNO']) and pd.isnull(row['PARCELNO_in_shape'])): 
            return "E" + str(int(row['Matched_Way']))   
        elif (pd.isnull(row['PARCELNO']) and pd.notnull(row['PARCELNO_in_shape'])): 
            return "F4"  
        elif row['PARCELNO_in_shape'] == row['PARCELNO'] : 
            if row['duplicate']== 'False': 
                return "A" + str(int(row['Matched_Way'])) 
            else: 
                return "B" + str(int(row['Matched_Way'])) 
     
        elif row['PARCELNO_in_shape'] != row['PARCELNO'] : 
            if row['duplicate']== 'False': 
                return "C" + str(int(row['Matched_Way'])) 
            else: 
                return "D" + str(int(row['Matched_Way'])) 
        else: 
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            print("here") 
             
    def diff_ConstType(row): 
        if row.empty: 
            return None 
        if row['constructiontype'] == 1 and row['Bldg_exterior_wall1_fphlm']=='Tbr': 
            return 0 
        elif row['constructiontype'] == 2 and row['Bldg_exterior_wall1_fphlm']=='Msry': 
            return 0 
        elif row['constructiontype'] == 2 and row['Bldg_exterior_wall1_fphlm']=='RMsry': 
            return 0 
        elif row['constructiontype'] ==3 and row['Bldg_exterior_wall1_fphlm']=='Other': 
            return 0 
        elif row['constructiontype'] ==4 and row['Bldg_exterior_wall1_fphlm']=='Other': 
            return 0 
        elif row['constructiontype'] == 5 and row['Bldg_exterior_wall1_fphlm']=='na': 
            return 0 
        elif row['constructiontype'] == 5 and row['Bldg_exterior_wall1_fphlm']=='': 
            return 0 
        elif row['constructiontype'] == 5 and row['Bldg_exterior_wall1_fphlm']==' ': 
            return 0 
        elif row['constructiontype'] == 5 and row['Bldg_exterior_wall1_fphlm']== np.nan: 
            return 0 
        elif row['constructiontype'] =='' and row['Bldg_exterior_wall1_fphlm']=='': 
            return 0 
        elif row['constructiontype'] =='Unknown' and row['Bldg_exterior_wall1_fphlm']=='': 
            return 0 
        elif row['constructiontype'] =='Unknown' and 
row['Bldg_exterior_wall1_fphlm']=='Unknown': 
            return 0 
        else: 
            return 1 
         
    .. code:: ipython3 
 
    paths = conf.paths0 
    metadata = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['County','TA_Total','TA_Value', 
'NFIP+WIND_In_County', 'GIS_Matched', 'USPS_Matched', 'Total_Matched', 
'NFIP_Matched', 'Wind_Matched', 'NFIP+WIND_Matched', '% Matched', '% GIS 
Matched', '% USPS Matched']) 
    ''' 
    Download the common files for all the counties 
    FL-GIS, NFIP Exposure, WIND Exposure 
    ''' 
    fl_gis = Read(paths['fl_cts_gis']) 
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    nfip_data = Read(paths['nfip_data']) 
    #change this for CR or PR 
    wind_data = Read(paths['wind_data_PR']) 
    #Manage nfip_data 
    nfip_data.OCCUPANCY = nfip_data.OCCUPANCY.fillna(4) 
    nfip_data.OCCUPANCY = nfip_data.OCCUPANCY.astype('int') 
    nfip_data = nfip_data.loc[(nfip_data.OCCUPANCY != 4)] 
    nfip_data.insert(loc=0, column='|| NFIP', value= True ) 
    nfip_data['Address'] = nfip_data['ADDRESS1'] +' '+ nfip_data['ADDRESS2'] 
    nfip_data = nfip_data.rename( columns={  'ZIP1':'Zipcode', 'CITY': 'City'} ) # fix 
columns 
    nfip_data['Lon'] = pd.to_numeric( nfip_data['Longitude'] , errors='coerce' ) 
    nfip_data['Lon'] = -1.0 * nfip_data['Lon'] 
    nfip_data['Longitude'] = -1.0 * pd.to_numeric( nfip_data['Longitude'] , errors='coerce' ) 
    nfip_data['Lat'] = pd.to_numeric(  nfip_data['Latitude'] , errors='coerce' ) 
    nfip_data['Parcel_Distance'] = conf.SEARCH_DISTANCE 
     
    #Manage wind_data 
    # PR WIND Exposure have Longitude and Latitude as columns names 
    # CR WIND Exposure have Lon and Lat as columns names and contains Zipcode 
    # You need comment the lines 2 - 4 from here to match CR WIND Exposure 
    wind_data.insert(loc=0, column='|| WIND', value= True ) 
    wind_data = wind_data.rename( columns={  'Zip Code':'Zipcode'}) # fix columns 
    wind_data['Lon'] = pd.to_numeric( wind_data['Longitude'] , errors='coerce' ) 
    wind_data['Lat'] = pd.to_numeric(  wind_data['Latitude'] , errors='coerce' ) 
    wind_data['Parcel_Distance'] = conf.SEARCH_DISTANCE 
     
    #uncomment below for wind CR to fix column name missmatch  
    # wind_data = wind_data.rename(columns={'YearBuilt': 'yearbuilt', 
    #                                       'StructureCoverage': 'structurecoverage', 
    #                                       'ConstructionType': 'constructiontype'}) 
     
        CC_NFIP = nfip_data.columns.tolist() 
    CC_WIND = wind_data.columns.tolist() 
     
    CC_NFIP.remove('Lon') 
    CC_NFIP.remove('Lat') 
    CC_WIND.remove('Lon') 
    CC_WIND.remove('Lat') 
    #print(CC_NFIP) 
    #print(CC_WIND) 
    nfip_data.dropna( how = 'all', subset=CC_NFIP, inplace=True) 
    nfip_data.drop_duplicates(CC_NFIP, keep='first' , inplace=True) 
     
    wind_data.dropna( how = 'all', subset=CC_WIND, inplace=True) 
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    wind_data.drop_duplicates(CC_WIND, keep='first' , inplace=True) 
     
    wind_data['Lon'] = wind_data['Lon'].replace('UNKNOWN', 0.0) 
    wind_data['Lat'] = wind_data['Lat'].replace('UNKNOWN', 0.0) 
    wind_data['Lon'] = wind_data['Lon'].astype('float64') 
    wind_data['Lat'] = wind_data['Lat'].astype('float64') 
    wind_data = wind_data.dropna(subset=['Lon', 'Lat'], how='any') 
    geometry = [Point(xy) for xy in zip( wind_data.Lon, wind_data.Lat)]  
    wind_data = wind_data.drop(['Lon', 'Lat'], axis=1) 
    wind_cols0 = wind_data.columns.tolist()  
    wind_cols0.append('geometry') 
    wind_data = gpd.GeoDataFrame( wind_data , crs= {'init':'epsg:4326'} , geometry = 
geometry ) 
    wind_data = FixCrs( wind_data ) 
     
    nfip_data = nfip_data.dropna(subset=['Lon', 'Lat'], how='any') 
    geometry1 = [Point(xy) for xy in zip( nfip_data.Lon, nfip_data.Lat)]  
    nfip_data = nfip_data.drop(['Lon', 'Lat'], axis=1) 
    nfip_cols0 = nfip_data.columns.tolist()  
    nfip_cols0.append('geometry') 
    nfip_data = gpd.GeoDataFrame( nfip_data , crs= {'init':'epsg:4326'} , geometry = 
geometry1 ) 
    nfip_data = FixCrs( nfip_data ) 
     
    fl_gis = fl_gis[['NAME', 'geometry']] 
    fl_gis = FixCrs(fl_gis) 
     
    CC_NFIP.remove('Parcel_Distance') 
    CC_WIND.remove('Parcel_Distance') 
    wind_data.to_file('tmp_export/wind_data.json', driver="GeoJSON") 
 
 
.. parsed-literal:: 
 
    County TA Data/_admin/GIS/FL_counties_500k/FL_counties_500k.shp 
    County TA Data/_admin/GIS/FL_counties_500k/FL_counties_500k.dbf 
    County TA Data/_admin/GIS/FL_counties_500k/FL_counties_500k.prj 
    County TA Data/_admin/GIS/FL_counties_500k/FL_counties_500k.shx 
    FPHLM_Common/NFIP/Exposure/abridged/2012-abridged_usps.csv 
    FPHLM_Common/Wind_Insurance/Exposure/2019_Wind_Exposures_PR_usps.csv 
 
 
.. code:: ipython3 
 
    skip_Counties = ['Highlands','Holmes','Lafayette','Suwannee','Union'] 
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    county_names = ocCountyNames()  
    print(county_names) 
    county_names = ['Collier'] 
    # print(county_names) 
    for countyName in county_names: 
        if countyName in skip_Counties: 
            continue   
        ta_total=0 
        ta_value=0 
        ta_matched_inside=0 
        matched_gis=0 
        matched_address=0 
        total_matched=0 
        nfip_matched=0 
        wind_matched=0 
        nfip_wind_matched=0 
    #     try: 
        paths = {} 
        print('*************'+countyName+'*************') 
        for key, path in conf.paths0.items(): 
            paths[key] = path.replace('<CountyName>', countyName) 
        #print(paths) 
        #prev=countyName 
     
        try: 
            ta_data = Read(paths['ta_data']) 
        except: 
            ta_data = Read(paths['ta_data_xls']) 
        ta_v = Read(paths['ta_v']) 
        ct_gis = Read(paths['ct_gis'])  
        ct_gis = ct_gis[['PARCELNO','geometry']] 
        print(pd.value_counts(ct_gis.PARCELNO)) 
        ct_gis = ct_gis.dropna() 
        ct_gis.drop_duplicates(['PARCELNO'], inplace=True, keep='first') 
        ct_gis = ct_gis.drop_duplicates(subset=['geometry']) 
        print(pd.value_counts(ct_gis.PARCELNO)) 
        ct_gis.to_file('tmp_export/' + countyName + '_shape_after_remov_dups.json', 
driver="GeoJSON") 
        print('step1') 
     
        ta_data.insert(loc=0, column='|| TA', value= True ) 
        ta_data = Fix_Parcel(ta_data, countyName, countyName) 
        print('step1') 
        #ta_data.drop_duplicates( subset=['PARCELNO','Address','City','Zipcode'], 
inplace=True, keep='first' ) 
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        #ta_data = ta_data.loc[(ta_data.Bldg_model_fphlm == "per") | 
(ta_data.Bldg_model_fphlm=="com")] 
        ta_total = ta_data.shape[0] 
        print('step1') 
        ta_v.insert(loc=0, column='|| Value', value= True ) 
        ta_v = ta_v.rename(columns={"PARCEL_ID": "PARCELNO", 
"Address":"address_usps", "ZipCode":"zip5_usps", "City":"city_usps"}) 
        ta_v = Fix_Parcel(ta_v, countyName, countyName) 
        print('step1') 
        ta_v.dropna(subset=['PARCELNO'], inplace=True) 
        ta_v = ta_v[['PARCELNO', 'Building_Value']] 
        ta_data = ta_data.merge(ta_v, how='left', on='PARCELNO' ) 
        ta_data.Building_Value = ta_data.Building_Value.fillna(0) 
        print('step1') 
        TAC = ta_data.columns.tolist() 
     
        #County SHAPEFILE 
        fl_gis_c = fl_gis[fl_gis.NAME == countyName] 
        print('step2') 
     
        nfip_in = gpd.sjoin( nfip_data , fl_gis_c, how='inner', op='within' ) 
        wind_in = gpd.sjoin( wind_data , fl_gis_c, how='inner', op='within' ) 
        print('Wind In FL', wind_in.shape) 
     
        nfip_in = nfip_in.rename(columns={'NAME_left':'NAME'}) 
        nfip_in.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName +'_nfip_in.csv',index=False) 
        wind_in = wind_in.rename(columns={'NAME_left':'NAME'}) 
        wind_in.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName +'_wind_in.csv',index=False) 
         
        ###### Find nfip lat longs in the shape file and get the parcel numbers### 
        ct_gis = Fix_Parcel(ct_gis, countyName, countyName) 
        ct_gis.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName + '_ct_gis_fixed_parcel.csv',index=False) 
        ct_gis = FixCrs( ct_gis ) 
        ct_gis_b = ct_gis.to_crs("EPSG:4326") 
        ct_gis_b["Center_Long_in_shape"] = ct_gis_b.centroid.x 
        ct_gis_b["Center_Lat_in_shape"] = ct_gis_b.centroid.y 
        print('index fine 2', ct_gis.shape) 
        nfip_in = gpd.sjoin( nfip_in.drop(columns=['index_right']) , ct_gis, how='left', 
op='within' ) 
        nfip_in  = nfip_in.rename({'PARCELNO': 'PARCELNO_in_shape'}, axis=1)  
        wind_in = gpd.sjoin( wind_in.drop(columns=['index_right']) , ct_gis, how='left', 
op='within' ) 
        wind_in  = wind_in.rename({'PARCELNO': 'PARCELNO_in_shape'}, axis=1)  
        wind_in.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName 
+'wind_in_after_shape_match.csv',index=False) 
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        ct_gis_not_in_ta = ta_data[~ta_data['PARCELNO'].isin(ct_gis['PARCELNO'])] 
        ct_gis_not_in_ta.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName 
+'_ct_gis_not_in_ta.csv',index=False) 
        
###################################################################### 
         
     
        nfip_inT = pd.DataFrame(nfip_in) #nfip copy to merge USPS 
        wind_inT = pd.DataFrame(wind_in) #wind copy to merge USPS 
        ta_data.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName +'_ta_data.csv',index=False) 
        ct_gis = ct_gis[ct_gis['PARCELNO'].isin(ta_data['PARCELNO'])] 
        print("County GIS in TA PARCELNO: {}".format(ct_gis.shape)) 
        ct_gis.to_file('tmp_export/' + countyName + '_shape.json', driver="GeoJSON") 
        ct_gis.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName + '_ct_gis_before.csv',index=False) 
        ta_data.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName + '_ta_v.csv',index=False) 
     
     
        print('before fix') 
     
        ct_gis = FixCrs( ct_gis ) 
        ct_gis_ll = ct_gis.to_crs("EPSG:4326") 
        ct_gis_ll["Center_Long"] = ct_gis_ll.centroid.x 
        ct_gis_ll["Center_Lat"] = ct_gis_ll.centroid.y 
        print('index fine 2', ct_gis.shape) 
        print('after fix') 
        ##Buffer from here 
     
        if ct_gis.shape[0] > 0: 
            #print(ct_gis.shape) 
            ct_gis = ct_gis.loc[ct_gis.geometry.notnull()] 
            ct_gis.dropna(subset=['geometry'], how='all', inplace = True) 
            ct_gis['geometry'] = ct_gis.apply( lambda row: row.geometry.buffer(0), axis=1) 
            ct_gis = ct_gis[ct_gis.is_valid] 
            ct_gis_index = ct_gis.sindex 
            print('index fine') 
            def explode(indf): # source: 
https://gist.github.com/mhweber/cf36bb4e09df9deee5eb54dc6be74d26 
                outdf = gpd.GeoDataFrame(columns=indf.columns) 
                for _, row in indf.iterrows(): 
                    if type(row.geometry) == Polygon: 
                        outdf = outdf.append(row,ignore_index=True) 
                    if type(row.geometry) == MultiPolygon: 
                        multdf = gpd.GeoDataFrame(columns=indf.columns) 
                        recs = len(row.geometry) 
                        multdf = multdf.append([row]*recs,ignore_index=True) 
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                        for geom in range(recs): 
                            multdf.loc[geom,'geometry'] = row.geometry[geom] 
                        outdf = outdf.append(multdf,ignore_index=True) 
                return outdf 
            # This function finds the nearest parcel polygon for each claim point 
            def find_around(Within): 
                nfip_bounds = Within.geometry.buffer( conf.SEARCH_DISTANCE / 2. , 
resolution= 16 ).bounds # create a search buffer around the point 
                gistmp = ct_gis.iloc[list(ct_gis_index.intersection(nfip_bounds))] # use the 
geometric index to intersect with the buffer bounds 
                gistmp = explode(gistmp) # expand possibly existing multipolygons 
                if len(gistmp) == 0: # If no parcel is intersected, return none. 
                    return None 
                # find the nearest 
                parcel = None 
                distance = conf.SEARCH_DISTANCE 
                for _, gis_parcel in gistmp.iterrows(): 
                    new_distance = gis_parcel.geometry.exterior.distance(Within.geometry) 
                    if new_distance < distance: 
                        parcel = gis_parcel['PARCELNO'] 
                        distance = new_distance 
                return [parcel, distance ] 
            def find_around_df(Within): # this function just calls the find_around function for 
paralaizm 
                Within['PARCELNO'] = Within.apply(find_around, axis=1) 
                return Within 
            cores = cpu_count()# - 8 
            if len(nfip_in) > 0: 
                if len(nfip_in) >= cpu_count(): 
                    nfip_in_e = parallelize(nfip_in, find_around_df, cores) 
                else: 
                    nfip_in_e = find_around_df(nfip_in) 
                    nfip_in_e.dropna(subset=['PARCELNO'], inplace=True)# filter out what has 
not been mapped 
            else: 
                nfip_in_e = pd.DataFrame(columns=list(dict.fromkeys(TAC+CC_NFIP)) ) 
                nfip_in_e['PARCELNO']='' 
                nfip_in_e['Parcel_Distance']=conf.SEARCH_DISTANCE 
            print('index fine 1') 
            if len(wind_in) > 0: 
                if len(wind_in) >= cpu_count(): 
                    wind_in_e = parallelize(wind_in, find_around_df, cores) 
                else: 
                    wind_in_e = find_around_df(wind_in) 
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                    wind_in_e.dropna(subset=['PARCELNO'], inplace=True) # filter out what has 
not been mapped 
            else: 
                wind_in_e = pd.DataFrame(columns=list(dict.fromkeys(TAC+CC_WIND)) ) 
                wind_in_e['PARCELNO']='' 
                wind_in_e['Parcel_Distance']=conf.SEARCH_DISTANCE 
            print('index fine 2')    
    # revert the matched to a dataframe 
            cols1 = nfip_in_e.columns.tolist() 
            nfip_in_e = pd.DataFrame(nfip_in_e) 
            nfip_in_e = nfip_in_e[cols1] 
            if len(nfip_in_e) > 0: 
                #print(nfip_in_e.columns.tolist()) 
                #nfip_in_e.drop(columns=['geometry'], inplace=True) 
                nfip_in_e = nfip_in_e.loc[nfip_in_e.PARCELNO.notnull()] 
                if len(nfip_in_e) > 0: 
                    nfip_in_e[['PARCELNO','Parcel_Distance']] = 
pd.DataFrame(nfip_in_e.PARCELNO.values.tolist(), index= nfip_in_e.index) 
                else: 
                    nfip_in_e = pd.DataFrame(columns=list(dict.fromkeys(CC_NFIP)) ) 
                    nfip_in_e['PARCELNO']='' 
                    nfip_in_e['Parcel_Distance']=conf.SEARCH_DISTANCE 
     
            cols1 = wind_in_e.columns.tolist() 
            wind_in_e = pd.DataFrame(wind_in_e) 
            wind_in_e = wind_in_e[cols1] 
            if len(wind_in_e) > 0: 
                #wind_in_e.drop(columns=['geometry'], inplace=True) 
                wind_in_e = wind_in_e.loc[wind_in_e.PARCELNO.notnull()] 
                if len(wind_in_e) > 0: 
                    wind_in_e[['PARCELNO','Parcel_Distance']] = 
pd.DataFrame(wind_in_e.PARCELNO.values.tolist(), index= wind_in_e.index) 
                else: 
                    wind_in_e = pd.DataFrame(columns=list(dict.fromkeys(CC_WIND)) ) 
                    wind_in_e['PARCELNO']='' 
                    wind_in_e['Parcel_Distance']=conf.SEARCH_DISTANCE 
    # Merge with TA 
            nfip_in_e = ta_data.merge( nfip_in_e , how='inner', left_on='PARCELNO', 
right_on='PARCELNO', suffixes=('_(GIS)','')) 
            nfip_in_e.dropna(how='all', subset=CC_NFIP, inplace=True) 
            ## handling duplicates starts here  
            #get all the duplicates from file and save it in a new file 
            nfip_in_e_dups_only = nfip_in_e[nfip_in_e.duplicated(CC_NFIP, keep=False)] 
            nfip_in_e_dups_only['REPLCMNT'] = pd.to_numeric( 
nfip_in_e_dups_only['REPLCMNT'] , errors='coerce' ) 
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            nfip_in_e_dups_only['Bldg_year_built'] = pd.to_numeric( 
nfip_in_e_dups_only['Bldg_year_built'] , errors='coerce' ) 
            nfip_in_e_dups_only['ORIG_CONST'] = pd.to_numeric( 
nfip_in_e_dups_only['ORIG_CONST'] , errors='coerce' ) 
            # now remove all the duplicates from the original file 
            nfip_in_e.drop_duplicates(CC_NFIP, inplace=True, keep= False) 
            nfip_in_e_dups_only['valdiff'] = abs(nfip_in_e_dups_only['REPLCMNT'] - 
nfip_in_e_dups_only['Building_Value']) / nfip_in_e_dups_only['REPLCMNT'] >= 0.2 
            nfip_in_e_dups_only['ybdiff'] = abs(nfip_in_e_dups_only['Bldg_year_built'] - 
((nfip_in_e_dups_only['ORIG_CONST']/10000))) 
            nfip_in_e_dups_only = 
nfip_in_e_dups_only.sort_values(['valdiff','ybdiff'],ascending=True) 
            nfip_in_e_dups_only.drop('valdiff', axis=1, inplace=True) 
            nfip_in_e_dups_only.drop('ybdiff', axis=1, inplace=True) 
            nfip_in_e_dups_only.drop_duplicates(CC_NFIP, inplace=True, keep='first') 
            nfip_in_e_dups_only['duplicate'] = 'True' 
            nfip_in_e['duplicate'] = 'False' 
            nfip_in_e = nfip_in_e.append(nfip_in_e_dups_only, ignore_index=True) 
            ## handling duplicates end here  
            #nfip_in_e.drop_duplicates(CC_NFIP, inplace=True, keep='first') 
            nfip_in_e = nfip_in_e.loc[nfip_in_e.Parcel_Distance<100.0] 
            print('nfip_in_e {}'.format(nfip_in_e.shape)) 
     
            wind_in_e = ta_data.merge( wind_in_e , how='inner', left_on='PARCELNO', 
right_on='PARCELNO', suffixes=('_(GIS)','')) 
            #print(wind_in_e.columns.tolist()) 
            wind_in_e.dropna(how='all', subset=CC_WIND, inplace=True) 
            #print('geo2') 
            ## handling duplicates starts here  
            #get all the duplicates from file and save it in a new file 
            wind_in_e_dups_only = wind_in_e[wind_in_e.duplicated(CC_WIND, 
keep=False)] 
            wind_in_e_dups_only['Bldg_year_built_int'] = pd.to_numeric( 
wind_in_e_dups_only['Bldg_year_built'] , errors='coerce' ) 
            wind_in_e_dups_only['yearbuilt_int'] = pd.to_numeric( 
wind_in_e_dups_only['yearbuilt'] , errors='coerce' ) 
            # now remove all the duplicates from the original file 
            wind_in_e.drop_duplicates(CC_WIND, inplace=True, keep= False) 
            wind_in_e_dups_only['constdiff'] = wind_in_e_dups_only.apply(diff_ConstType, 
axis=1) 
            wind_in_e_dups_only['valdiff'] = abs(wind_in_e_dups_only['structurecoverage'] - 
wind_in_e_dups_only['Building_Value']) / wind_in_e_dups_only['structurecoverage'] >= 
0.2 
            wind_in_e_dups_only['ybdiff'] = abs(wind_in_e_dups_only['Bldg_year_built_int'] - 
(wind_in_e_dups_only['yearbuilt_int'])) 
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            wind_in_e_dups_only = wind_in_e_dups_only.sort_values(['constdiff', 
'valdiff','ybdiff'],ascending=True) 
            wind_in_e_dups_only.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName + 
'_wind_in_e_dups_only.csv',index=False) 
            wind_in_e_dups_only.drop('constdiff', axis=1, inplace=True) 
            wind_in_e_dups_only.drop('valdiff', axis=1, inplace=True) 
            wind_in_e_dups_only.drop('ybdiff', axis=1, inplace=True) 
            wind_in_e_dups_only.drop('Bldg_year_built_int', axis=1, inplace=True) 
            wind_in_e_dups_only.drop('yearbuilt_int', axis=1, inplace=True) 
            wind_in_e_dups_only.drop_duplicates(CC_WIND, inplace=True, keep='first') 
            wind_in_e_dups_only['duplicate'] = 'True' 
            wind_in_e['duplicate'] = 'False' 
            wind_in_e = wind_in_e.append(wind_in_e_dups_only, ignore_index=True) 
            ## handling duplicates end here  
            #wind_in_e.drop_duplicates(CC_WIND, inplace=True, keep='first') 
            #print('geo3') 
            wind_in_e = wind_in_e.loc[wind_in_e.Parcel_Distance<100.0] 
            print('wind_in_e {}'.format(wind_in_e.shape)) 
        else: 
            nfip_in_e = pd.DataFrame(columns=list(dict.fromkeys(TAC+CC_NFIP)) ) 
            wind_in_e = pd.DataFrame(columns=list(dict.fromkeys(TAC+CC_WIND)) ) 
     
        ##Buffer end here 
     
        print("nfip in County: {}".format(nfip_in.shape)) 
        print("wind in County: {}".format(wind_in.shape)) 
     
        if len(ct_gis) != 0:  
            if len(nfip_in) > 0: 
                nfip_in_geo = gpd.sjoin(nfip_in, ct_gis, how='inner', op='within', rsuffix='R') 
            else: 
                nfip_in_geo = pd.DataFrame(columns=list(dict.fromkeys(TAC+CC_NFIP)) ) 
                nfip_in_geo['PARCELNO']='' 
                nfip_in_geo['Parcel_Distance']=conf.SEARCH_DISTANCE 
            if len(wind_in) > 0: 
                wind_in_geo = gpd.sjoin(wind_in, ct_gis, how='inner', op='within', rsuffix='R') 
            else: 
                wind_in_geo = pd.DataFrame(columns=list(dict.fromkeys(TAC+CC_WIND)) ) 
                wind_in_geo['PARCELNO']='' 
                wind_in_geo['Parcel_Distance']=conf.SEARCH_DISTANCE 
        else: 
            nfip_in_geo = pd.DataFrame(columns=list(dict.fromkeys(TAC+CC_NFIP)) ) 
            wind_in_geo = pd.DataFrame(columns=list(dict.fromkeys(TAC+CC_WIND)) ) 
            wind_in_geo['PARCELNO']='' 
            wind_in_geo['Parcel_Distance']=conf.SEARCH_DISTANCE 
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            nfip_in_geo['PARCELNO']='' 
            nfip_in_geo['Parcel_Distance']=conf.SEARCH_DISTANCE 
     
        nfip_in_geo['Parcel_Distance'] = 0.0*nfip_in_geo['Parcel_Distance'] 
        wind_in_geo['Parcel_Distance'] = 0.0*wind_in_geo['Parcel_Distance'] 
     
     
        print("nfip geo exact: {}".format(nfip_in_geo.shape)) 
        print("wind geo exact: {}".format(wind_in_geo.shape)) 
        #print(nfip_in_geo.columns.tolist())  
        nfip_in_geo = nfip_in_geo.rename(columns={'PARCELNO_R':'PARCELNO'}) 
        nfip_in_geo = ta_data.merge( nfip_in_geo , how='inner', left_on='PARCELNO', 
right_on='PARCELNO', suffixes=('_(GIS)','')) 
        #print(wind_in_geo.columns.tolist()) 
        nfip_in_geo.dropna(how='all', subset=CC_NFIP, inplace=True) 
        ## handling duplicates starts here  
        #get all the duplicates from file and save it in a new file 
        nfip_in_geo_dups_only = nfip_in_geo[nfip_in_geo.duplicated(CC_NFIP, 
keep=False)] 
        nfip_in_geo_dups_only['REPLCMNT'] = pd.to_numeric( 
nfip_in_geo_dups_only['REPLCMNT'] , errors='coerce' ) 
        nfip_in_geo_dups_only['Bldg_year_built'] = pd.to_numeric( 
nfip_in_geo_dups_only['Bldg_year_built'] , errors='coerce' ) 
        nfip_in_geo_dups_only['ORIG_CONST'] = pd.to_numeric( 
nfip_in_geo_dups_only['ORIG_CONST'] , errors='coerce' ) 
        # now remove all the duplicates from the original file 
        nfip_in_geo.drop_duplicates(CC_NFIP, inplace=True, keep= False) 
        nfip_in_geo_dups_only['valdiff'] = abs(nfip_in_geo_dups_only['REPLCMNT'] - 
nfip_in_geo_dups_only['Building_Value']) / nfip_in_geo_dups_only['REPLCMNT'] >= 
0.2 
        nfip_in_geo_dups_only['ybdiff'] = abs(nfip_in_geo_dups_only['Bldg_year_built'] - 
((nfip_in_geo_dups_only['ORIG_CONST']/10000))) 
        nfip_in_geo_dups_only = 
nfip_in_geo_dups_only.sort_values(['valdiff','ybdiff'],ascending=True) 
        nfip_in_geo_dups_only.drop('valdiff', axis=1, inplace=True) 
        nfip_in_geo_dups_only.drop('ybdiff', axis=1, inplace=True) 
        nfip_in_geo_dups_only.drop_duplicates(CC_NFIP, inplace=True, keep='first') 
        nfip_in_geo_dups_only['duplicate'] = 'True' 
        nfip_in_geo['duplicate'] = 'False' 
        nfip_in_geo = nfip_in_geo.append(nfip_in_geo_dups_only, ignore_index=True) 
        ## handling duplicates end here  
        #nfip_in_geo.drop_duplicates(CC_NFIP, inplace=True, keep='first') 
        #print(CC_NFIP) 
        #nfip_in_geo.to_csv('tmp_export/wind_nfip_in_geo_new.csv',index=False) 
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        #print(wind_in_geo.columns.tolist()) 
        wind_in_geo = wind_in_geo.rename(columns={'PARCELNO_R':'PARCELNO'}) 
        #print(wind_in_geo.columns.tolist()) 
        #print(ta_data.columns.tolist()) 
        wind_in_geo = ta_data.merge( wind_in_geo , how='inner', left_on='PARCELNO', 
right_on='PARCELNO', suffixes=('_(GIS)','')) 
        wind_in_geo.dropna(how='all', subset=CC_WIND, inplace=True) 
        ## handling duplicates starts here  
        #get all the duplicates from file and save it in a new file 
        wind_in_geo_dups_only = wind_in_geo[wind_in_geo.duplicated(CC_WIND, 
keep=False)] 
        wind_in_geo_dups_only['Bldg_year_built_int'] = pd.to_numeric( 
wind_in_geo_dups_only['Bldg_year_built'] , errors='coerce' ) 
        wind_in_geo_dups_only['yearbuilt_int'] = pd.to_numeric( 
wind_in_geo_dups_only['yearbuilt'] , errors='coerce' ) 
        # now remove all the duplicates from the original file 
        wind_in_geo.drop_duplicates(CC_WIND, inplace=True, keep= False) 
        wind_in_geo.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName +'wind_in_geo.csv',index=False) 
        wind_in_geo_dups_only['constdiff'] = 
wind_in_geo_dups_only.apply(diff_ConstType, axis=1) 
        wind_in_geo_dups_only['valdiff'] = abs(wind_in_geo_dups_only['structurecoverage'] 
- wind_in_geo_dups_only['Building_Value']) / 
wind_in_geo_dups_only['structurecoverage'] >= 0.2 
        wind_in_geo_dups_only['ybdiff'] = 
abs(wind_in_geo_dups_only['Bldg_year_built_int'] - 
(wind_in_geo_dups_only['yearbuilt_int'])) 
        wind_in_geo_dups_only = wind_in_geo_dups_only.sort_values(['constdiff', 
'valdiff','ybdiff'],ascending=True) 
        wind_in_geo_dups_only.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName + 
'_wind_in_geo_dups_only.csv',index=False) 
        wind_in_geo_dups_only.drop('constdiff', axis=1, inplace=True) 
        wind_in_geo_dups_only.drop('valdiff', axis=1, inplace=True) 
        wind_in_geo_dups_only.drop('ybdiff', axis=1, inplace=True) 
        wind_in_geo_dups_only.drop('Bldg_year_built_int', axis=1, inplace=True) 
        wind_in_geo_dups_only.drop('yearbuilt_int', axis=1, inplace=True) 
        wind_in_geo_dups_only.drop_duplicates(CC_WIND, inplace=True, keep='first') 
        wind_in_geo_dups_only['duplicate'] = 'True' 
        wind_in_geo['duplicate'] = 'False' 
        wind_in_geo = wind_in_geo.append(wind_in_geo_dups_only, ignore_index=True) 
        ## handling duplicates end here  
        #wind_in_geo.drop_duplicates(CC_WIND, inplace=True, keep='first') 
     
        print("nfip geo exact with TA: {}".format(nfip_in_geo.shape)) 
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        print("wind geo exact with TA: {}".format(wind_in_geo.shape)) 
     
        ta_data.dropna(how='any', subset=['address_usps','city_usps','zip5_usps'],  inplace = 
True) 
        ta_data['address_usps'].fillna(value= ta_data['Address'] , inplace=True) 
        ta_data['city_usps'].fillna(value= ta_data['City'] , inplace=True) 
        ta_data['zip5_usps'].fillna(value= ta_data['Zipcode'] , inplace=True) 
     
        #print("USPS")     
        nfip_inT.dropna(how='any', subset=['address_usps','city_usps','zip5_usps'],  inplace = 
True) 
        nfip_inT['address_usps'].fillna(value = nfip_inT['Address'] , inplace=True) # then 
from original addresses 
        nfip_inT['city_usps'].fillna(value = nfip_inT['City'] , inplace=True) 
        nfip_inT['zip5_usps'].fillna(value = nfip_inT['Zipcode'] , inplace=True) 
     
        wind_inT.dropna(how='any', subset=['address_usps','city_usps','zip5_usps'],  inplace 
= True) 
        wind_inT['address_usps'].fillna(value = wind_inT['Address'] , inplace=True) # then 
from original addresses 
        wind_inT['city_usps'].fillna(value = wind_inT['City'] , inplace=True) 
        wind_inT['zip5_usps'].fillna(value = wind_inT['Zipcode'] , inplace=True) 
        print('step5') 
     
        #print("USPS")  
            # Merge with TA 
        nfip_address = ta_data.merge( nfip_inT , how = 'inner' , on = 
['address_usps','city_usps','zip5_usps' ] , suffixes = ('_(USPS)','') ) 
        wind_address = ta_data.merge( wind_inT , how = 'inner' , on = 
['address_usps','city_usps','zip5_usps' ] , suffixes = ('_(USPS)','') ) 
        print('step6') 
     
            # set the (USPS mapped) claims' distances to zero 
        nfip_address['Parcel_Distance'] = 0*nfip_address['Parcel_Distance'] 
        nfip_address['Matched_Way'] = 1 
        wind_address['Parcel_Distance'] = 0*wind_address['Parcel_Distance'] 
        wind_address['Matched_Way'] = 1 
     
        nfip_address.dropna(how='all', subset=CC_NFIP, inplace=True) 
        wind_address.dropna(how='all', subset=CC_WIND, inplace=True) 
        #nfip_address.drop_duplicates(CC_NFIP, inplace=True, keep='first')  
    ## handling duplicates starts here  
        #get all the duplicates from file and save it in a new file 
        nfip_address_dups_only = nfip_address[nfip_address.duplicated(CC_NFIP, 
keep=False)] 
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        nfip_address_dups_only['REPLCMNT'] = pd.to_numeric( 
nfip_address_dups_only['REPLCMNT'] , errors='coerce' ) 
        nfip_address_dups_only['Bldg_year_built'] = pd.to_numeric( 
nfip_address_dups_only['Bldg_year_built'] , errors='coerce' ) 
        nfip_address_dups_only['ORIG_CONST'] = pd.to_numeric( 
nfip_address_dups_only['ORIG_CONST'] , errors='coerce' ) 
        # now remove all the duplicates from the original file 
        nfip_address.drop_duplicates(CC_NFIP, inplace=True, keep= False) 
        nfip_address_dups_only['valdiff'] = abs(nfip_address_dups_only['REPLCMNT'] - 
nfip_address_dups_only['Building_Value']) / nfip_address_dups_only['REPLCMNT'] >= 
0.2 
        nfip_address_dups_only['ybdiff'] = abs(nfip_address_dups_only['Bldg_year_built'] - 
((nfip_address_dups_only['ORIG_CONST']/10000))) 
        nfip_address_dups_only = 
nfip_address_dups_only.sort_values(['valdiff','ybdiff'],ascending=True) 
        nfip_address_dups_only.drop('valdiff', axis=1, inplace=True) 
        nfip_address_dups_only.drop('ybdiff', axis=1, inplace=True) 
        nfip_address_dups_only.drop_duplicates(CC_NFIP, inplace=True, keep='first') 
        nfip_address_dups_only['duplicate'] = 'True' 
        nfip_address['duplicate'] = 'False' 
        nfip_address = nfip_address.append(nfip_address_dups_only, ignore_index=True) 
        ## handling duplicates end here  
        #wind_address.drop_duplicates(CC_WIND, inplace=True, keep='first') 
         
        ## handling duplicates starts here  
        #get all the duplicates from file and save it in a new file 
        wind_address_dups_only = wind_address[wind_address.duplicated(CC_WIND, 
keep=False)] 
        wind_address_dups_only['Bldg_year_built_int'] = pd.to_numeric( 
wind_address_dups_only['Bldg_year_built'] , errors='coerce' ) 
        wind_address_dups_only['yearbuilt_int'] = pd.to_numeric( 
wind_address_dups_only['yearbuilt'] , errors='coerce' ) 
        # now remove all the duplicates from the original file 
        wind_address.drop_duplicates(CC_WIND, inplace=True, keep= False) 
        wind_address_dups_only['constdiff'] = 
wind_address_dups_only.apply(diff_ConstType, axis=1) 
        wind_address_dups_only['valdiff'] = 
abs(wind_address_dups_only['structurecoverage'] - 
wind_address_dups_only['Building_Value']) / 
wind_address_dups_only['structurecoverage'] >= 0.2 
        wind_address_dups_only['ybdiff'] = 
abs(wind_address_dups_only['Bldg_year_built_int'] - 
(wind_address_dups_only['yearbuilt_int'])) 
        wind_address_dups_only = wind_address_dups_only.sort_values(['constdiff', 
'valdiff','ybdiff'],ascending=True) 
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        wind_address_dups_only.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName + 
'_wind_address_dups_only.csv',index=False) 
        wind_address_dups_only.drop('constdiff', axis=1, inplace=True) 
        wind_address_dups_only.drop('valdiff', axis=1, inplace=True) 
        wind_address_dups_only.drop('ybdiff', axis=1, inplace=True) 
        wind_address_dups_only.drop('Bldg_year_built_int', axis=1, inplace=True) 
        wind_address_dups_only.drop('yearbuilt_int', axis=1, inplace=True) 
        wind_address_dups_only.drop_duplicates(CC_WIND, inplace=True, keep='first') 
        wind_address_dups_only['duplicate'] = 'True' 
        wind_address['duplicate'] = 'False' 
        wind_address = wind_address.append(wind_address_dups_only, ignore_index=True) 
        ## handling duplicates end here  
     
        print("nfip  USPS: {}".format(nfip_address.loc[nfip_address["|| TA"]==True].shape)) 
        print("wind  USPS: {}".format(wind_address.shape)) 
        #print(nfip_in_geo.columns.tolist()) 
        #print('********************') 
        #print(nfip_in.columns.tolist()) 
        #print('********************') 
        #print(wind_in_geo.columns.tolist()) 
        #print('********************') 
        #print(nfip_in.columns.tolist()) 
        ######## 
        wind_in_e['Matched_Way'] = 3 
        wind_in_geo['Matched_Way'] = 2 
        nfip_in_e['Matched_Way'] = 3 
        nfip_in_geo['Matched_Way'] = 2 
        wind_in = wind_in.drop(['PARCELNO'], axis=1, errors='ignore') 
        nfip_in = nfip_in.drop(['PARCELNO'], axis=1, errors='ignore') 
        nfip_address = nfip_address.drop(['PARCELNO'], axis=1, errors='ignore') 
        ######### 
        print('wind_in before_concat', wind_in.shape) 
        nfip_in_all = pd.concat([nfip_in,  nfip_in_e, nfip_in_geo, nfip_address], 
ignore_index=True, sort=False) 
        wind_in_all = pd.concat([wind_in, wind_in_e, wind_in_geo, wind_address], 
ignore_index=True, sort=False) 
        print('wind_in_all before merge', wind_in_all.shape) 
        #### save center 
        nfip_in_all.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName 
+'nfip_in_all_before_center.csv',index=False) 
        nfip_in_all = pd.merge(nfip_in_all, 
ct_gis_ll[['PARCELNO','Center_Lat','Center_Long']], on=['PARCELNO'],how="left") 
        nfip_in_all = pd.merge(nfip_in_all, ct_gis_b[['PARCELNO', 
'Center_Lat_in_shape','Center_Long_in_shape']], 
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                               left_on=['PARCELNO_in_shape'],right_on=['PARCELNO'] 
,how="left", suffixes = ("","_b")) 
        nfip_in_all = nfip_in_all.drop('PARCELNO_b',1)  
         
        wind_in_all = pd.merge(wind_in_all, 
ct_gis_ll[['PARCELNO','Center_Lat','Center_Long']], on=['PARCELNO'],how="left") 
        wind_in_all = pd.merge(wind_in_all, ct_gis_b[['PARCELNO', 
'Center_Lat_in_shape','Center_Long_in_shape']], 
                               left_on=['PARCELNO_in_shape'],right_on=['PARCELNO'] 
,how="left", suffixes = ("","_b")) 
        wind_in_all = wind_in_all.drop('PARCELNO_b',1)  
        ##### handle the flags 
        nfip_in_all.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName 
+'_nfip_in_all_before_flags.csv',index=False) 
        wind_in_all.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName 
+'_wind_in_all_before_flags.csv',index=False) 
        nfip_in_all['flags'] = nfip_in_all.apply(flags, axis=1) 
        wind_in_all['flags'] = wind_in_all.apply(flags, axis=1) 
        print("concat nfip  all: {}".format(nfip_in_all.shape)) 
        print("concat wind  all: {}".format(wind_in_all.shape)) 
     
        nfip_in_all.Parcel_Distance = nfip_in_all.Parcel_Distance.fillna(1000) 
        wind_in_all.Parcel_Distance = wind_in_all.Parcel_Distance.fillna(1000) 
        #CC1_NFIP = CC_NFIP.remove('Parcel_Distance') 
     
        nfip_in_all.sort_values(by=['Parcel_Distance']) # keep best first 
        nfip_in_all.dropna( how = 'all', subset=['POL_NO'], inplace=True) 
        nfip_in_all.drop_duplicates(CC_NFIP, inplace=True, keep='last') 
     
        #CC1_WIND = CC_WIND.remove('Parcel_Distance') 
        print(CC_WIND) 
        wind_in_all.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName 
+'_wind_in_all_at_end.csv',index=False) 
        wind_in_all.sort_values(by=['Parcel_Distance']) # keep best first 
        wind_in_all.dropna( how = 'all', subset=CC_WIND, inplace=True) 
        wind_in_all.drop_duplicates(CC_WIND, inplace=True, keep='last') 
     
        print("nfip  all: {}".format(nfip_in_all.shape)) 
        print("wind  all: {}".format(wind_in_all.shape)) 
     
        nfip_match = nfip_in_all.loc[nfip_in_all.PARCELNO.notnull()] 
        wind_match = wind_in_all.loc[wind_in_all.PARCELNO.notnull()] 
        print("nfip matched: {}".format(nfip_match.shape)) 
        print("wind matched: {}".format(wind_match.shape)) 
        try: 
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            intersection = nfip_match.merge(wind_match, on=['PARCELNO', 'address_usps', 
'city_usps', 'zip5_usps'], how='inner') 
     
            nfip_plus_wind = nfip_in_all.merge(intersection, on=['PARCELNO', 
'address_usps', 'city_usps', 'zip5_usps'], how='left') 
     
            wind_plus_nfip = wind_in_all.merge(intersection, on=['PARCELNO', 
'address_usps', 'city_usps', 'zip5_usps'], how='left') 
        except: 
            print('No intersection in {}'.format(countyName)) 
         
    #     #Read the X_NFIP_TA 
    #     #Read the X_PRWIND_TA 
    #     #Read the X_CRWIND_TA 
    #     #Read the TA_Data 
    #     TAC = TA_Data.columns.tolist() 
    #         try: 
    #             all_TA_WIND_NFIP = TA_Data.merge(X_NFIP_TA, on=TAC, how='outer') 
    #             all_TA_WIND_NFIP = all_TA_WIND_NFIP.merge(X_PRWIND_TA, 
on=TAC, how='outer') 
    #             all_TA_WIND_NFIP = all_TA_WIND_NFIP.merge(X_CRWIND_TA, 
on=TAC, how='outer') 
                 
    #             all_TA_WIND_NFIP.Parcel_Distance = 
all_TA_WIND_NFIP.Parcel_Distance.fillna(100) 
    #             all_TA_WIND_NFIP.sort_values(by=['Parcel_Distance']) # keep best first 
    #             #all_TA_WIND_NFIP.dropna( how = 'all', subset=TAC, inplace=True) 
    #             all_TA_WIND_NFIP.drop_duplicates(TAC, inplace=True, keep='last') 
    #         except: 
    #             print('The ALL files have not been created for {}'.format(countyName)) 
             
     
        #Save_Final( matched, paths['out_all']) 
        #print(paths['out_pathW']) 
        # For NFIP 
    #     Save_Final( nfip_in_all , paths['out_pathN']) 
    #     nfip_in_all.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName + 
'_WIND_NFIP_TA.csv',index=False) 
         
    #     For PR 
        Save_Final( wind_in_all , paths['out_pathWPR']) 
        wind_in_all.to_csv('tmp_export/' + countyName + 
'_PR_WIND_TA.csv',index=False) 
         
        #print("Yo",wind_in_all.shape) 
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        #Save_Final( wind_in_all , paths['out_pathW'] ) 
     
        #Save_Final( nfip_plus_wind , paths['out_pathN+W'] ) 
     
        #Save_Final( wind_plus_nfip , paths['out_pathW+N'] ) 
     
        print("The county "+countyName+ " finished the processing") 
    #     except Exception as e: 
    #         print('{} *******ERROR********** {}'.format(countyName, e)) 
 
 
.. code:: ipython3 
 
    uniqueId = wind_data["constructiontype"].unique()  
 
.. code:: ipython3 
 
    wind_in_geo_dups_only['constdiff'] 
 
 
::    --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    KeyError                                  Traceback (most recent call last) 
 
    ~/miniconda2/envs/matching/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pandas/core/indexes/base.py 
in get_loc(self, key, method, tolerance) 
       3079             try: 
    -> 3080                 return self._engine.get_loc(casted_key) 
       3081             except KeyError as err: 
 
 
    pandas/_libs/index.pyx in pandas._libs.index.IndexEngine.get_loc() 
 
 
    pandas/_libs/index.pyx in pandas._libs.index.IndexEngine.get_loc() 
 
 
    pandas/_libs/hashtable_class_helper.pxi in 
pandas._libs.hashtable.PyObjectHashTable.get_item() 
 
 
    pandas/_libs/hashtable_class_helper.pxi in 
pandas._libs.hashtable.PyObjectHashTable.get_item() 
 
    KeyError: 'constdiff' 
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        The above exception was the direct cause of the following exception: 
 
    KeyError                                  Traceback (most recent call last) 
 
    <ipython-input-7-977cba72d391> in <module> 
    ----> 1 wind_in_geo_dups_only['constdiff'] 
     
 
    ~/miniconda2/envs/matching/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pandas/core/frame.py in 
__getitem__(self, key) 
       3022             if self.columns.nlevels > 1: 
       3023                 return self._getitem_multilevel(key) 
    -> 3024             indexer = self.columns.get_loc(key) 
       3025             if is_integer(indexer): 
       3026                 indexer = [indexer] 
 
 
    ~/miniconda2/envs/matching/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pandas/core/indexes/base.py 
in get_loc(self, key, method, tolerance) 
       3080                 return self._engine.get_loc(casted_key) 
       3081             except KeyError as err: 
    -> 3082                 raise KeyError(key) from err 
       3083  
       3084         if tolerance is not None: 
 
 
    KeyError: 'constdiff' 
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Appendix E 

Different Flags for the Matching with the Tax Appraiser 
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Appendix F 

Matching Statistics 

 
All spreadsheets can be found on Owncloud: 

 

NFIP Exposure: 

Owncloud/County TA Data/_admin/Exposure Study Documentation/NFIP/Matching 

processing stats 

 

NFIP Claims: 

Owncloud/County TA Data/_admin/Claim Study 

Documentation/NFIP/NFIP_ALL_Claims_Matching_Stats 

 

Wind Exposure: 

Owncloud/County TA Data/_admin/Exposure Study Documentation/Wind Insurance 
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NFIP Exposure +TA 
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NFIP Claims+TA 
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Wind Exposure+TA 
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Appendix G 

Statistics Scripts in Jupyter Notebook – Python 

Owncloud/Coounty TA Data/_admin/Methodology Merging and Jupyter 

Notebooks/Notebooks/New Notebooks/Building Population Stats 
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Alachua_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Alachua 
Baker_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Baker 
Bay_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Bay 
Bradford_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Bradford 
Brevard_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Brevard 
Broward_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Broward 
Calhoun_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Calhoun 
Charlotte_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Charlotte 
Citrus_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Citrus 
Clay_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Clay 
Collier_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Collier 
Columbia_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Columbia 
DeSoto_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
DeSoto 
Dixie_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Dixie 
Duval_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Duval 
Escambia_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Escambia 
Flagler_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Flagler 
Franklin_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Franklin 
Gadsden_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Gadsden 
Gilchrist_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Gilchrist 
Glades_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Glades 
Gulf_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Gulf 
Hamilton_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Hamilton 
Hardee_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Hardee 
Hendry_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Hendry 
Hernando_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
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Hernando 
Highlands_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Highlands 
Hillsborough_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Hillsborough 
Holmes_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Holmes 
Indian River_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Indian River 
Jackson_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Jackson 
Jefferson_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Jefferson 
Lafayette_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Lafayette 
Lake_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Lake 
Lee_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Lee 
Leon_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Leon 
Levy_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Levy 
Liberty_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Liberty 
Madison_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Madison 
Manatee_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Manatee 
Marion_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Marion 
Martin_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Martin 
Miami-Dade_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Miami-Dade 
Monroe_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Monroe 
Nassau_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Nassau 
Okaloosa_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Okaloosa 
Okeechobee_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Okeechobee 
Orange_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Orange 
Osceola_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Osceola 
Palm Beach_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Palm Beach 
Pasco_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Pasco 
Pinellas_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Pinellas 
Polk_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Polk 
Putnam_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Putnam 
Santa Rosa_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Santa Rosa 
Sarasota_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Sarasota 
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Seminole_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Seminole 
St. Johns_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
St. Johns 
St. Lucie_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
St. Lucie 
Sumter_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Sumter 
Suwannee_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Suwannee 
Taylor_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Taylor 
Union_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Union 
Volusia_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Volusia 
Wakulla_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Wakulla 
Walton_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Walton 
Washington_X_PRWIND_TA.csv 
Washington 
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Appendix H 
Building Population Statistics  

Owncloud 
 
 

• ownCloud\FPHLM Engineering Team\FPHLM - WIND\exposure and claim data 

study\tax appraiser databases\PR exposure 

• ownCloud\FPHLM Engineering Team\FPHLM - WIND\exposure and claim data 

study\tax appraiser databases\CR exposure 
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Figure 87-Personal Residential (PR) Building Population Statistics-Year Built 
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Figure 88-Personal Residential (PR) Building Population Statistics-Exterior Wall/Roof Cover 
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Figure 89-Personal Residential (PR) Building Population Statistics-Roof Shape/Number of 

Stories 
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Figure 90- Commercial Residential (CR) Building Population Statistics-Year Built 
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Figure 91-Commercial Residential (CR) Building Population Statistics-Exterior Wall/Roof 
Cover 
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Figure 92-Commercial Residential (CR) Building Population Statistics-Roof Shape/Number of 

Stories 
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Appendix I 

Terminology Dictionary 

• Condo: condominium 

• Rental: rental properties 

• SFR: single family residential 

• Condo-assoc: condominium association 

• Ho-assoc: home owner association 

• Manuf-com: manufactured commercial 

• Multifamily: multifamily properties 

• Per: personal 

• Com: commercial  

o Multi-family Low-rise Com (LR); 1 to 3 story high. 

o MHR: multifamily high rise (number of stories > 3) 

• Manuf: manufactured 

• Tbr: timber 

• MsryR: masonry reinforced 

• MsryU: masonry unreinforced 

• ShngR: shingle rated 

• ShngU: shingle unrated 

• ShngH: shingle HVHZ 
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• Tile: tile 

• Metal: metal 

• gblB: gable braced 

• gblU: gable unbraced 

• gbl: gable 

• hip: hip 

• drywll: drywall 

• Wprf: waterproof flooring 

• NWprf: non-waterproof flooring 

 
 

 
 


